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“Many teachers often are unfamiliar with young adult...so teaching something new to them 
requires a risk and additional effort.” 

- High school educator, English Teacher Survey  
 

“YA literature offers diverse creators, [and] stories...designed to connect with kids at the ages 
that we teach them. They are artifacts of their time and reflect the socio-political nature of the 

time...The question should be ‘Why wouldn't we teach YA?’” 
- High school educator, English Teacher Survey  

 

What if your young adult book made it to the semifinals for The Canon?  

I don’t mean a reality show; I mean the list of most-taught books in American high 

schools. Many of these works, assigned to teens since the 1980s or earlier, are still being 

assigned today, according to studies done by Arthur Applebee, Sandra Stotsky et al., and 

Stallworth and Gibbons (Hostetter). No surprise, the high school canon’s authorship also remains 

“blindingly White” (Malo-Juvera and Hill xi). So to make it to these finals, you don’t technically 

have to be dead or white—at least, I couldn’t find that anywhere in contest rules—but it sure 

helps if folks say your young adult (YA) book is both “literary” and “a classic.” Trust me, such 

reviews could really help you crack a list that might be made of stone. 

What your semifinals status means is that a big public school might purchase 500 copies 

of your book, making it required reading for an entire grade1. Think about it: your novel, hanging 

with Shakespeare! If you’re not a cis, straight, white, Western male, you’re making history.  

For some YA authors, this might feel like winning the Printz, Morris, or National Book 

Award. For someone who writes for teens, this is, as the kids say, kind of epic. Like my high 

school students once taught me: there are literally so many hella cool, boss, epic ways to 

 
1 As one component of research, I conducted interviews of school staff who work at a public high school in 
California. This statistic comes from an interview on September 9, 2021, with an English teacher who prefers to 
remain anonymous, to whom I’ll refer to as Teacher 1. 
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rephrase the superlatives of my youth, which happened to be awesome, rad, and totally. And like 

kids know so well, those superlatives have several nuanced associations and flexible uses—so 

many, in fact, that a nimble English teacher might spend class time dissecting this vernacular in a 

YA text, not only to engage her students, but also in a stealth move to teach literary analysis. But 

first a teacher must believe that teen vernacular is worth dissecting in such an academic way.  

Chances are, Teacher Judges at these Canon Finals vetting your YA book have a different 

view of slang, colloquialisms, and code switching. Chances are, the administrators or school 

boards who tell teachers what to teach have already said no to books filled with teen vernacular. 

How could that language possibly be academic? It’s not what these adults consider epic. 

You know where this story is going: your novel gets rejected. Well, not entirely: the 

consolation prize is your book is one of four texts students may select during the literature circles 

unit, which, granted, is effective pedagogy for increasing reading fluency, self-determination, 

and multicultural awareness (Herrera and Kidwell 17). And hey, look, you do get some sales! 

But face it: your book ain’t Canon. Come on, it’s YA. What you write isn’t exactly the sort of 

college-prep material that helps kids get into Stanford, Harvard, and MIT, right?  

So when I learned from a media specialist that some YA texts had made it to the Canon 

Finals at their school, one where I used to teach, I was more than intrigued. I had to know if 

teachers would take the leap, especially since the selected text would replace To Kill a 

Mockingbird, a book I’d once taught there. It was fall 2020 when educators at this large, 

suburban public school in California sat down to select a required reading for ninth graders, after 

having narrowed the field to two books. One, set in 1940s America and written for adults and 

teens—A Lesson Before Dying by Ernest Gaines—had received the 1993 National Book Critics 

Circle Award, the 1993 ALA Notable Award, and the 1994 YALSA Best Book for Young 
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Adults award (Hager). The other, set in post-2016 America and written for teens—Dear Martin 

by Nic Stone—was number four on The New York Times Best Sellers list for YA hardcovers in 

2017 (“Dear Martin”) and number three for YA paperbacks in 2020 (“Young Adult Paperback”). 

By 2021, TIME Magazine would name it a top novel (“The 100 Best YA Books of All Time”).  

I did have to marvel at Mockingbird’s staying power, because it was 1995 when I last 

taught it there. According to the media specialist, it’s lasted for several decades alongside Romeo 

and Juliet, still required today. I was also thrilled to hear about what I consider literary progress: 

a timely, relevant YA text in the running! As the discussion unfolded, I asked for updates. I 

learned about the impressive array of YA books under consideration and the detailed process 

teachers were following. If anyone was going to handle this well, it would be this faculty. I was 

curious: which book would win? 

The answer is neither did. Since like Mockingbird, both focus on Black trauma and the 

criminal justice system, some teachers said they couldn’t get behind either. There were other 

concerns: some found the literary tropes in A Lesson offensive2, while some said Dear Martin 

was not literary enough3. Arguments for Gaines’ text being more literary included the fact that 

the text offers more motifs, figurative language, and nuance: in other words, greater challenge 

for students to unpack the text. That was also the reason for some to reject A Lesson; they said it 

was too complex for some ninth graders to navigate4. Though teachers were unanimous about 

replacing Mockingbird—a once-favorite novel of mine I don’t find suitable for ninth graders 

now5—they split almost fifty-fifty between the two texts (English department – Exit Survey) and 

 
2 This information is from another English teacher interview, whom I’ll call Teacher 2 (Zoom, 8/30/21). 
3 Sources: media specialist (Zoom, 12/20/20, and follow-up emails) and Teacher 1 (phone, 9/09/21). 
4 Source: media specialist (Zoom on December 20, 2020) 
5 Eleventh grade would be my ideal timing for Mockingbird; older students can interrogate its complex history, 
racial epithets, and white saviorism. I’d pair excerpts with Lorraine Hansberry’s A Raisin in the Sun, Ta-Nehisi 
Coates’ Between the World and Me, and the PBS documentary, “The Nashville Sit-Ins | John Lewis Get in the 
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with some rancor. “There are a lot of hurt feelings right now,” the media specialist wrote me in 

December 2020, “but we’re going to keep reading and trying to reach consensus.” Teacher 2 

noted recently, “People were so entrenched at this point, they got into silos. It became less about 

literature and more about position.” Teachers decided to take a break to get some space and time 

to reflect6. 

If fifty percent of teachers said your book wasn’t literary enough, would or should you 

care? And do we all agree what that word really means? What definition do you have of literary? 

How specific is it? Would or should your work meet this definition? I hope this thesis at the very 

least has you returning to your stories to ask, How do my stories expand the term literary? 

These were some questions that sparked this thesis. I also wondered, Is Dear Martin 

literary fiction? I started re-reading it with this question in mind, revisiting a claim I’d made in 

my second semester critical essay where I argued it wasn’t quite as literary as A Lesson. 

Thank goodness I found Matthew Salesses’ Craft in the Real World while writing this 

thesis. It rocked my little White canon world. Lines like these, bold mine, helped me interrogate 

the meaning of the word literary: “To learn craft is to learn how to use cultural expectations to 

your advantage” (Salesses 4), and “We still talk about plot the way Aristotle wrote about it 

over two thousand years ago, when he argued that plot should be driven by character” (xv). 

While explaining the power of Chinese, Korean, and Japanese plot four-act structures (27-28) or 

the purpose of “artist’s sketch” characters in African fiction (32), Salesses showed me that there 

are way more things in heaven and earth than were dreamt of in my craft philosophy.  

 
Way.” I’d use the graphic novel March by John Lewis, Andrew Aydin, and Nate Powell. Finally, I’d add one of 
today’s excellent YA reads, whether Dear Martin or another considered during this school’s process. That said, the 
true ideal would be to work with colleagues in a specific school context and find texts right for the community. 
6 Source: media specialist (email, December 10, 2020) 
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Then while I was reading his book, more epiphanies happened, ones that changed not 

only how I saw my own creative work but also YA texts and what schools call literary or classic. 

First, Randy Ribay gave his mind-blowing Visiting Writer’s talk at the July 2021 residency, 

where he talked about writing his stories and teaching YA texts to his high school students. He 

referenced Ursula K. Le Guin’s theory about the carrier bag of fiction theory (Ribay). Thanks to 

faculty member Louise Hawes posting the essay in the chat, I then read about Le Guin’s vision 

of plot as the “life story,” an alternate path to the hero’s journey monolith (Le Guin 3). When she 

interrogated the standard Western three or five-act structure, that template stretching from 

Greeks to Renaissance Brits to Joseph Campbell’s hero’s journey, I was riveted:  

“So the Hero has decreed through his mouthpieces the Lawgivers, first, that the proper  
shape of the narrative is that of the arrow or spear, starting here and going straight there  
and THOK! hitting its mark (which drops dead); second, that the central concern of  
narrative, including the novel, is conflict; and third, that the story isn’t any good if he  
isn’t in it” (3).  
 
Le Guin wrote this in 1986, my senior year in high school, yet this is the first I’m hearing 

of it?  

Meanwhile I kept learning from Salesses how plot is most often taught in schools and 

universities: as Aristotle’s way or the highway. “We have come to teach plot as a string of 

causation in which the protagonist’s desires move the action forward,” he says. “The craft of 

fiction has come to adopt the terms of Fretyag’s triangle, which were meant to apply to drama, 

and of Aristotle’s poetics, which were meant to apply to Greek tragedy” (Salesses 27). As 

someone who’s stood before students waving a Freytag’s triangle handout, who’s edited my 

students’ stories for lack of momentum, and who’s avidly taught the hero journey principles, I 

can attest to how pervasive this plot lens is, everywhere I’ve looked. From the first Star Wars 

film I saw at age eight in 1977, to my Stanford creative writing undergraduate workshops, to my 
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conversations with my agent now, this craft thinking has ruled my writing life. I started to realize 

that it’s been the guidepost of what’s “right” in writing fiction, something I’ve never questioned. 

Then I saw Parasite, the Korean film that won the 2020 Best Picture Oscar, and noted its 

plot twist that Salesses references (27). Then I jumped on the Clubhouse app and heard authors 

rave about riveting Netflix K-dramas, a Korean multi-genre form of storytelling and their four-

act structures. Questions kept bubbling up, right as my latest YA novel went on submission, 

questions that echo my discomfort with publishing decisions and some of the craft feedback I’ve 

heard.  

Now it’s summer, year eight of striving to crack an industry that wants me to raise the 

stakes and create breakneck pacing, an industry I’m discovering privileges this Aristotelian 

version of plot (Blake Snyder’s Save the Cat, anyone?). Listening to Ribay, reading Salesses, and 

reading Le Guin, suddenly I’m feeling seen and heard. Suddenly I’m asking: Maybe there are 

other ways? Is it possible that my slower, episodic scenes with their complex psychology of 

female relationships are more readable than I thought? Don’t get me wrong—I love a good 

hero’s journey and quick pacing, the beauty and magic to it—but now I’m wondering: who gets 

to “set the pace” for a story’s climb toward conflict? And why is it always billed as a big 

conflict?  

Le Guin argues in her book, Steering the Craft that “Story is something moving, 

something happening, something or somebody changing” (Le Guin 146). Is a better question for 

my stories, “Are there interesting changes that keep the reader engaged?” I’d already read 

Steering the Craft in first semester, but Le Guin’s message to me then that “In a narrative, the 

chief duty of a sentence is to lead to the next sentence” (20) didn’t really stick. Now it’s sticking, 

the idea that I might just have enough drama for some audiences.  
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“Undramatic” is a word Salesses says some academics use to criticize East Asian fiction 

(Salesses 28). When he notes the work of scholar Ming Dong Gu, quoting his emphasis on 

“‘patterns of texture rather than of structure,’” I perk up, especially with the clarification Salesses 

gives, bold mine: “What he means by this is that a story can be structured according to theme—

exactly what Aristotle did not like about the episodic plot. Things can progress according to 

associative logic rather than cause and effect” (109). I’ve heard authors and professors say, 

“Never begin a story with theme; that’s just too didactic.” I’ve walked around a long time with 

that precept in my head, thinking there was something wrong with the way my brain worked, my 

love of ideas and insights as the launchpad for my novels, and all the connections I kept making. 

I kept slashing at my brain with red ink, saying, Maybe these neurons just ain’t made for story.  

Is it possible my stories aren’t necessarily “undramatic”—just not what the industry 

orders up? That much like The Canon Finals7, the industry’s version of looking forward is really 

about looking backward, privileging what used to work, Aristotelian stories with the hero’s 

journey plot structure? I write about girl warriors, investigative journalists exposing sexual 

assault or academic fraud in sports. I write about grassroots activists organizing against 

pollution, where the plots are more of a slow climb, not a rollercoaster ride. Activist Stacey 

Abrams talks about the decade it took to flip Georgia blue and achieve the Democratic wins of 

the 2021 Senate election (Epstein and Herndon). My stories don’t build in breathless ways either.  

Some editors reading my novels have said my work lacks “momentum,” while those 

editors who love the characters and voice will say that they wish they could “find a way to 

 
7 My reality show and competition metaphor here cues some of the arguments from groups that question why we 
need a canon in the first place. While this thesis explores how we might work within our current system, it’s 
important to interrogate the system itself as scholars and advocates for diverse reading lists—#DisruptTexts and 
antiracist educators in organizations such as the National Council of Teachers of English—do every day. The 
concept of canon deifies the singularity and supremacy of short lists, upheld as ideal, text-only exemplars. These 
features are also tenets of what scholar Temi Okun calls white supremacist thinking (Okun 3, 6). 
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position it in the market.” (By the way, one added, “sports stories don’t sell.”)8 I’m not averse to 

revision; my agent and I just chatted about how we can remove characters and tighten scenes to 

achieve what the industry wants, should we get more rejections. If my social justice topics aren’t 

ideal sellers, either, I suppose it’s not a great move to make the narrative arcs “quiet” or “slow.” 

But that doesn’t mean I’ve stopped questioning. And this questioning partners well with the 

driving questions of my research here: who gets to set the standards for excellence?   

Reading Salesses’ comments about Chinese storytelling traditions, I was reminded of my 

deep love of Anne of Green Gables, where each chapter is an episode of Canadian small town 

life, and everyday people have their say. Likewise when I write, I write communities. When 

Salesses shared that “Chinese narrative comes from a tradition of gossip and street talk” 

(Salesses 31), it reminded me of Mrs. Rachel Lynde and every other curmudgeon, busybody, and 

eccentric on Prince Edward Island I loved so well. One of my rules for reading further usually 

comes down to this question: Do I want to hang out with these people, whatever they do and 

even when things slow down? Then I give a lot of grace to the world and don’t expect a 

NASCAR pace.  

Some Indigenous narratives may offer something in a similar vein as well as distinctive 

other features, which authors Cynthia Leitich Smith and Traci Sorrell discuss in their School 

Library Journal article, “How Native Writers Talk Story: Honoring Authentic Voices in Books 

for Young People”: “a heightened emphasis on daily life, on the desire line of a community 

 
8 I’m not claiming my work on submission to publishers doesn’t need improvement, but I am sharing that rejections 
from three books on submission over four years seem to follow two patterns: (1) “we can’t sell this subject,” despite 
love for the book, and (2) “We need more momentum,” which I assume means more fast-paced conflict to survive 
today’s commerce. Editors tend to mention their own tastes or the market’s prior or current trends as reasons to 
reject. I could create higher stakes (such as imminent physical danger) or as one agent suggested, convert a story 
about the grassroots difficulties of changing hearts and minds of a community to a “contemporary romance.” Is my 
reluctance to do so a craft mistake or is it naïveté about the industry? I’m not sure.   
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(rather than of an individual), on an absence of connective tissue in nonlinear narratives, on an 

everyday personification of the natural world, or on a seamless integration of traditional 

characters, among infinite other possibilities springing from hundreds of different cultures and 

languages” (Smith and Sorrell). Clearly there are so many alternate routes to narrative, not just 

the hero’s journey monolith, and there’s just as much potential for magic elsewhere. Salesses 

offers another helpful tip for authors juggling audiences we want to reach, asking us to imagine 

both the niche audience—the “one thousand who would be ideal readers for your book/whom 

you hope to reach”—and the biggest audience— the “twenty thousand who would make your 

book a bestseller” (Salesses 184). He shares a brainstorming exercise that gets us writing about 

one aspect of our protagonist’s identity that “accommodates an outside audience” (184-185). His 

experimental exercise gives writers agency while acknowledging the industry pressures. Salesses 

empowers us to consider the myriad cultures who might consume our work and make craft 

moves accordingly. His thinking helps me realize the pressure I’ve felt to write a character who 

is somehow Everyman9, which should be no surprise considering my literature education, firmly 

grounded in all things British, one that I outline in Appendix A: English Teachers’ Disease.  

Thanks to this thesis journey, now I know that my typical first read of YA texts brings an 

implicit bias toward Western10 craft moves and an ignorance of many other cultural traditions. In 

fact, my typical first read tells me most YA texts can’t be labeled classic or literary because 

they’re missing those Western marks I was trained to find. As all these epiphanies converged for 

me, I knew I needed to go back to Dear Martin and re-read it, slowly, and do more research. 

 
9 Everyman was the central character of British morality plays, popular in the fifteenth and sixteen centuries, an 
ordinary protagonist who was supposed to represent all humans (“Everyman, a morality play”). 
10 Salesses uses this phrase, “the white literary tradition (Salesses 103). For me it’s hard to summarize this tradition 
precisely because of the diversity within white communities, so when I say Western I’m also cueing these features: 
white, male, cis, straight, able, middle or upper class, capitalist, while also connoting a sense of what the publishing 
industry has privileged over the last century.  
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Now I find the book literary in two ways: white, Western literary and African-American literary, 

traditions that overlap and complement each other. I’ll soon explore each of these findings. The 

process also inspired me to create a list of craft traditions for teachers to share in my graduate 

lecture—teachers who like me, were not taught these things.  

Now I’m also wondering: What if American high school canons, for every grade level, 

included not just Western exemplars of literary but also literature from other cultures, 

intentionally demonstrating these works’ definitions of literary (Salesses xv), and treating these 

works as more than a tour of geography and new faces? Typically, there’s a year of world 

literature offered in many schools, adult literary fiction from other countries; what if we made 

every English course a world literature course, treating all storytelling traditions as equal: equally 

rigorous, effective, and powerful in their own, unique ways (xvi)? What if, like Felicia Rose 

Chavez suggests in The Antiracist Writing Workshop: How to Decolonize the Creative 

Classroom, we left behind our surety about “real craft” in “the Western literary canon, that 

paragon of White imagination” (Chavez 93)?  

I’m not alone in my desire to expand the definition of literary; I follow the lead of 

grassroots educational movements such as #ProjectLit, which advocates for more student choice 

(Korbey) and #DisruptTexts, which has long questioned The Canon’s highest-paid players while 

advocating for more cultural variety (“What Is #DISRUPT Texts?”), critical textual analysis of 

both canonical and diverse texts, and immediate remedies for exclusion of “the rich literary 

legacies of communities of color,” an exclusion which “hurts all students, and especially students 

of color” (Ebarvia). What if, like VCFA’s Reading Like a Writer List, the high school canon 

could become an Abundant Canon of diverse voices and wisdoms, including those written for 
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youth? A canon where you get your kids AP ready while reading some hip, dope, legit, cool YA 

lit that’s lit?11  

What this will require is more than adding or subtracting texts; it will require teachers 

like me removing one set of lenses. The new set should see detail, layers, and depth where before 

I only saw a rough sketch or “unteachable” stuff. To better understand how the term literary 

narrows the scope of what gets read in schools, I surveyed 36 high school English educators. I 

invited teachers to describe their use of YA texts as part of the canon and share what they believe 

are any obstacles or reasons they believe prevent the use of YA texts. I then offered a list, which 

included a “not literary enough” option. For more information, please see Appendix B: English 

Teacher Survey - Required Readings. I also interviewed two educators and one librarian at the 

school trying to replace Mockingbird, and followed up with some survey respondents over email. 

I interviewed two professors of English methods who are also scholars of young adult literature. 

Then I did a close reading of Dear Martin, read several research articles, and consulted some 

books. Throughout the process, I kept seeking clarifications for the word literary as it’s 

commonly used in schools and how we might better define it.  

Why Should We Care?  

 Whether or not you believe in The Canon, we ought to know why YA literature is often 

left out, why “YA texts are not ubiquitously taught outside of a few YA textbooks” (Malo-Juvera 

and Hill 1). As my research will show, our storytelling moves of teen vernacular, teen situations, 

and teen emotions lead some teachers to say, even despite decidedly Western plot structures and 

 
11 Imagine Shakespeare one month, Nic Stone another; Huck Finn paired with Dread Nation and Firekeeper’s 
Daughter. Now there’s an abundant literary unit! Or, if your school won’t let a teacher replace a book, why not a 
YA text at night while an older “classic” is read by day? In my forthcoming NCTE book, Teaching Macbeth: A 
Differentiated Approach, I recommend YA texts like Long Way Down by Jason Reynolds as a great partner with the 
play.  
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conflict, Can’t put that on an Advanced Placement (AP) exam; can’t correlate that with the 

Common Core Standards (CCSS); can’t make that work for the literary analysis unit. Even if 

teachers do get past assumptions about “immature” subject matter, more biases await: the idea 

that what’s most literary is a certain type of nuanced, implicit writing best showcased by “the 

classics,” i.e., older or contemporary adult literary fiction. Ask yourself whether your high school 

English teacher would teach one of your books. Do you think your former high school might 

reject your writing for its topics or for its lack of nuance and depth? 

YA authors often help their careers when they interact with educators and librarians, 

especially since publishers expect us to market our work, and frequently (Pestritto). 

Understanding this audience is key. With the school and library market about thirty-five percent 

of publishing sales, authors should know that their book does best when it can be all things—a 

bookstore book, a library book, a classroom book and so forth. Our book might even become 

part of a publisher’s school brochure claiming, “Nothing is timeless,” suggesting our text as a 

good pairing with or replacement for a canonical work (Ingerson). And in an industry where 

ninety-eight percent of trade books sold in 2020 sold fewer than 5000 copies (Alter), inclusion in 

libraries, curricula, and licensing (Smith) helps ensure a book’s longevity, especially if a school 

purchases hundreds of copies. Knowing why certain texts don’t make it through the Required 

Reading Gate can help us partner with teachers, both as in-laws and outlaws in this volatile field 

(Korbey) of canon expansion. Talking shop with educators where we blend our craft talk with 

their pedagogy might help often-misunderstood YA literature gain respect and exposure.  

Let’s pry open assumptions that the Canon Judges might carry, and ones even we might 

carry, and look inside.  
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Teacher Backstories: What Keeps “Literary” Afloat 

Some backstory might help before I demonstrate how implicit bias works when some 

teachers vet a YA text: the mind’s eye of a white, middle-class, Western, cis, straight female 

teacher first encountering a novel, a lens that I would like to call cultural bias12 in action. 

 As a high school English teacher for fourteen years and then a creator of online 

curriculum and courses for gifted youth for sixteen, I’ve upheld the Western craft moves taught 

to me in high school and college my whole career. Though I got my first teaching job in 1990 

during the thriving multicultural literature movement, at the California school I mentioned, 

where The House on Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros, The House of the Spirits by Isabelle 

Allende, and I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings by Maya Angelou were required texts, and 

where I could bring the Hindu epic Ramayana to class, I didn’t revolutionize curriculum 

standards that reflect mostly white gazes.  

Sure, I might have taught Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart alongside Joseph Conrad’s 

Heart of Darkness, ending with Achebe’s essay condemning Heart. In that unit, I did show 

Amistad and even shared cultural information about Ghanaian adinkra symbols after my trips to 

Accra and Cape Coast. But I never uplifted what I viewed as Achebe’s “flat” characters, because 

I didn’t find Okonkwo and Ikemefuna as deep as Conrad’s rendering of Marlow or Kurtz. I 

thought Achebe’s characters more of a “sketch” (Salesses 23) compared to Western craft 

standards. I spoke of British imperialism while promoting a craft meritocracy, “literary 

 
12 I chose “cultural bias” instead of racist or white supremacist. While I believe white, Western culture promotes 
racist, imperialist, and white supremacist systems, storytelling craft itself, its techniques, isn’t necessarily inherently 
problematic. Aristotelian plot and Shakespeare’s use of structure, for example, offer artistic beauty and meaning. It’s 
“the dominance of one tradition of craft, serving one particular audience” that is the problem (Salesses 5-6). Felicia 
Rose Chavez says it best when she notes, “There’s nothing harmful about the texts themselves, of course, assuming 
they’re analyzed in a multidimensional context. What is harmful is [writing] workshop leaders’ collective 
hallucination of white universality that situates people of color as abnormal” (Chavez 94).  
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imperialism” (5-6), similar to what Chavez argues about white university faculties and white 

students who privilege what they call “pure art” (Chavez 93). 

By the time I left teaching, I was at an independent school where my colleagues and I had 

more freedom than most to select texts, but we all felt big pressure to deliver college-preparatory 

skills via adult literary fiction. Sometimes we danced outside the lines with creative nonfiction 

such as Colors of the Mountain by Da Chen, or contemporary adult literary fiction such as Sister 

of My Heart by Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni, or literary short story collections such as The 

Youngest Doll by Rosario Ferré. But I didn’t consider any YA texts as literature; I considered 

them age-appropriate reads, perhaps part of a student’s extracurricular reading life.  

Why do I share my teaching history? It’s important to know I wasn’t a conservative 

educator decrying critical race theory, and that as I started this thesis, considered myself well 

read, well traveled, and open minded. It’s also good to know that not only are teachers pressured 

to help their students get great scores on AP tests, but there’s a larger cultural pressure and 

context, the political and economic trends determining educational standards and reforms. When 

in 2002 I became a part-time educational consultant, I saw former colleagues and schools having 

to answer the call of testing from the No Child Left Behind initiative, reforms forcing many 

teachers to set a singular objective: get their students to pass timed tests using short texts and 

increase the school’s overall scores. I witnessed firsthand teachers move away from risk-taking 

and creativity as the freedom I’d enjoyed disappeared and training began to emphasize test-prep 

methods. At this time it also became de rigueur for students to take seven or eight AP courses 

before graduation rather than the three or four that got me into Stanford in 1986.  

When I discussed this major change with Dr. Steven Bickmore, who specializes in 

English methods and novice teacher education at University of Nevada, Las Vegas’s department 
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of Teaching and Learning, he called this trend a “neoliberal push to testing and standardization 

[that] has destroyed education” (Bickmore). I don’t disagree when I think of how testing 

obsession has increased student, teacher, and parent stress and in my view, hasn’t increased 

student understanding or wisdom.   

Meanwhile, teacher wages have stagnated; educators are paid almost twenty percent less 

than comparable professionals (Will). If we ask teachers to read more, innovate more, risk more, 

we should also ask if they’re paid for that work and how much. If we wonder why some teachers 

uphold systems, rules, and standards, we first must understand outside forces: past and present 

national policies, state policies, the College Board, and university systems. Cultured by years of 

college, teachers often replicate what they learned there with students. Why think outside the box 

if you’re not rewarded for doing so and the culture is asking you to stick with the status quo?  

When I discussed why teachers don’t select more YA texts with Dr. Heather Durham, an 

English methods instructor at Louisiana State University, I learned what she hears from her 

undergraduate and masters pre-service teachers who consider, then reject, YA novels for units 

they design for her courses and their student teaching internships. One reason is curricular units 

are already determined in many Louisiana parishes, allowing new teachers little room for 

innovation (Durham). The other reason is the goals of new teachers who bring a deep love of 

literature to their pedagogy, wanting their students to love the same books they loved in college 

(Durham). Call this “English Major’s Disease”: what Durham paraphrased from Dr. Chris 

Crowe’s analysis, a phenomenon where teachers stick with books they were taught (Durham). 

Feel free to go down Memory Lane as I chronicle my education in Appendix A: English 

Teachers’ Disease, one that had me repeating with students what I’d learned.  
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So What Is Literary, Really? 

Let’s get a magnifying glass on these bars of literary meritocracy that exclude YA texts. 

Besides my research and readings, I asked teachers to define literary in an optional survey free 

response question, and eighteen of the thirty-six responded. What I found is that defining literary 

is as murky and biased a business as Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart made it when he 

wouldn’t define pornography (Lattman). This teacher’s response sums up the dilemma for those 

who love YA literature yet must daily meet standards and limitations of the school system:	

“Because I teach Advanced Placement English Literature, I have my own personal 
answer (who cares what ‘literary’ means, it's a book, enjoy it) and I have the College 
Board's gatekeeping ‘literary merit’ answer. The open-ended essay question on the yearly 
AP exam administered by AP asks students to answer their prompt using a work of 
‘literary merit.’ I tell my students that if it's popular and written in the last ten to fifteen 
years, it probably doesn't meet AP standards for ‘literary merit.’ They run titles past me 
the week before the exam because I have them review a handful of books just before the 
exam to have them fresh in mind for that question. When they press me on how I know if 
it has ‘literary merit,’ all I can say is that it's like identifying art. I can't quite define art 
perfectly, but I know it when I see it.” 
  
This tendency to go by gut feel means even creative educators, myself included, default 

to the literary they learned growing up or we default to a general sense of what we like and what 

we think the College Board will like.  

A little secret about how the sausage gets made in schools: After 14 years in two high 

schools and one middle school faculty, and 16 years in education nonprofits, I can safely say 

there’s often not a lot of art or science to how said sausage gets mixed, then squeezed. Fear of 

system reprisals, habits learned since childhood, and another factor—taste—can often be the 

biggest drivers of decisions in the room where it happens. So when another teacher on the survey 

mentioned teacher reading preferences driving their curricular decisions, the comments echoed 

my experience on teacher teams, time and again (bold mine): 
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“I think it comes down to time and personal choice. The teacher before me liked literary 
fiction/nonfiction books. I like sci-fi/fantasy and dystopian. When I looked at the "fun" 
book she had her students read, I was bored. It's a good story, it has great depth, but it 
didn't excite me. If I'm not excited, my kids won't be either. 

Others in my department are constrained by time and the modified "canon" 
they've always used. I came back to teaching after years of being in the professional 
arena, so I didn't have a filing cabinet full of tried-and-true lessons for the canon. If I'm 
going to have to create lessons, I'd rather create them for things I like.” 

 
Funny also how you didn’t hear literary listed above, right—just likes and passion? If you 

love a book, you will find its merits. I was definitely a better teacher whenever I was passionate 

about a text. Whether we call those merits literary or just plain fun, we might be more willing to 

advocate for texts we like. Then there’s simply what makes us comfortable: what we already 

know and feel some authority and confidence to teach. How much are those factors part of our 

decisions? It’s why I labeled the lenses with which I read Dear Martin as “Teacher Not Feeling 

It” and “Teacher Feeling It.” That first lens is a teacher going with what she already knows and 

likes13. 

Everything I just cited is why these conversations about definitions matter. Coming to 

consensus on terms such as literary as well as creating a detailed rubric are two methods that 

might force us chaotic humans, who bring our biases, traditions, emotions, egos, experiences, 

and preferences to the table, to agree on granular craft moves in standards—or to expand any that 

are already in place. In my experience, when we spell out the specifics of even broad categories 

of things, not just the subsets but the layers within them, decisions don’t immediately devolve 

into territorial arguments about taste, dominated by loudest or grumpiest voices in the room. For 

 
13 You should see people’s faces when I tell them how not charmed I am by the Harry Potter series. I always 
compliment Rowling’s world building but after that, I got nothing. I’m picturing my readers’ faces right now, 
because I seem to find myself in a tiny minority. So this is taste, right? The fact that I don’t do wizards and dragons; 
that I do sports stories, but not quidditch; that I do contemporary school scenes, but not magical ones? My taste isn’t 
right or wrong—it’s just what I fancy. Maybe it’s not such a mystery as to why Rowling’s work got rejected several 
times before someone saw its brilliance. I will discuss later on how teachers’ fancies, shaped by their lack of YA 
text experience, have a lot of power as to whether or not YA texts will make it to the Canon Finals.  
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example, if we set a standard of, “Characters must be 3-D, dynamic constructs, and not 

sketches,” we can then start conversations that begin with “Why?”  

The English teachers at this school did have a rubric before talks broke down over 

replacing Mockingbird; they brought thoughtful selection criteria (bold mine): “contemporary 

treatment of core issues (avoids white savior mentality and pigeonholing; empowers); 

contributes to diversity of voices in curriculum; allows for analysis/inference making; 

accessible and readable for 9th graders” (“Faculty Agenda and Questions - Replacement of 

TKAM discussion”). What teachers often don’t have time to do, and what I can do here in a 

forthcoming analysis of Dear Martin—is dissect even further what exactly is meant by “allows 

for analysis/inference making.” What does that really look like when we’re reading a YA text? 

But even if every text selection committee were full of teachers who vetted the perfect 

amount of YA texts for the perfect amount of time, who really understood there’s a YA canon of 

seminal works worth knowing (Malo-Juvera and Hill 2), and who were then led by the most 

fabulous, neutral consensus-building facilitators14—and yes, all armed with the perfect rubric—

we can’t ignore The System outside that always gets a say. That would be the looming presence 

of the AP exams referenced earlier, what many college-bound students are encouraged to take at 

some point in high school: Literature and Composition and/or Language and Composition, two 

college-readiness, timed tests created by the College Board. Consider the College Board the 

FDA overseeing all sausage-making enterprises.  

If this corporation won’t promote the use of YA texts on its tests, why would a teacher 

risk a student’s college future? Teachers also can’t control the Text Complexity Rubric from the 

 
14 Some teachers on the survey marked barriers such as good facilitators, teacher knowledge of YA, and groups who 
stop inclusion of YA texts: district-level decision makers, parent communities, and school boards.   
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Common Core State Standards (CCSS), the national set of standards released in 201015.  This 

rubric identifies three factors for measuring a text: qualitative dimensions, quantitative 

dimensions, and reader and task considerations (National Governors Association, Appendix A). 

The qualitative measure is relevant to our conversation here, because “qualitative” is where the 

process gets murkier and more dependent on a teacher’s filters, training, and assumptions as to 

what constitutes the highest levels of quality. These system standards are what I decided to use 

as a justification for Dear Martin’s inclusion in The Canon.  

Let’s take a moment to explain text complexity rubrics, whether those of the CCSS or 

state-created versions since, guidelines that ask a reader to rate a reading. The ratings are levels 

of High, Middle, or Low within these categories: Meaning, Structure, Language, and Knowledge 

Demands. Under Meaning, there is a criterion of “Multiple levels of complex meaning” 

(National Governors Association, Appendix A 6). The text exemplars the CCSS offers here as 

representative works reaching these standards are all adult literary fiction, ranging from Julia 

Alvarez to John Steinbeck, from Henry David Thoreau to Amy Tan (National Governors 

Association, Appendix B 10). So if YA texts don’t appear here on this list, wouldn’t a teacher 

assume there aren’t YA exemplars with “multiple levels of complex meaning” (National 

Governors Association, Appendix A 6)? 

My literary analysis of Dear Martin will prove that not only can a YA text handle the 

College Board and CCSS expectations, but that we should use these skills as the language to help 

us expand rubric standards at school levels of selection so we can diversify the canon. In other 

words, we don’t have to wait around for the Common Core or the College Board to change. 

 
15 Readers may recall the political firestorm where many states rejected then replicated, the CCSS in their own 
ways. The CCSS actually pairs well with YA texts (Ostenson and Wadham), which my forthcoming analysis of 
Dear Martin will show, but I believe what’s lost in media and political discussions of CCSS are the daily needs of 
our students, as adults devolve the discussions into issues of states’ rights versus federal control.  
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After we dive into the definitions of literary, I’ll show how to make the connection between 

these standards and YA texts. 

Back to murky, implicit bias: let’s see if we can define literary using help from teachers 

in my survey and the College Board. See below how other teachers I surveyed defined literary 

(table 1), and then see how you feel: can you really see, smell, and taste it, this literary brand of 

sausage, or are you just grossed out by my metaphor? A heads up: this definition will be fairly 

general and more of a gut feel than I’m wanting, but don’t worry, we’ll get to more specifics to 

make a case for Dear Martin. I group these teachers’ definitions, educators with an average of 13 

years of teaching English, into three categories using their synonyms: timelessness (or 

universality); complexity (or difficulty, nuance, sophistication; allowance for interpretation or 

critical thinking about ideas, concepts, questions, and answers); craft (theme, diction, style, etc.); 

and finally, teachability (part of pedagogy), which is the sum of all these prior parts. In other 

words: Timelessness + Complexity + Craft = This Text Will Be Taught.  

At first glance, none of these words seem particularly problematic, especially 

“complexity” if we consider rigor an end-all, be-all goal of AP courses and university 

departments. Seems like we’d all want all our kids to be able to read complex texts and get a 

chance at a college acceptance, right? I’ll take this assumption apart later. Bold is mine, below, 

to help us trace some patterns and show how I built the categories.  
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Table 1  

Teacher Answers to Survey Question, “[OPTIONAL] How do you define the phrase ‘literary 
text’? What elements does a literary text contain?”  

 
1 Elements of Fiction, Types of Fiction, etc (sic) 

2 Oh, boy. These are the books that have those teachable literary terms in them. The books 
that have been added to the AP literature free response essay. The books that have "stood 
the test of time." The books that have teachable vocabulary. The books that are more 
difficult to read. The books that have nuanced themes. Shakespeare. 

3 I think about the phrase "a work of literary merit" from the AP Lit exam--something with 
a level of sophistication in its diction/syntax/vocabulary that has thematic elements that 
extend beyond simple plot summary. 

4 A literary text includes challenging and timeless themes that spark ideas, discussion, 
debate, and introspection for students. They also usually have a distinct style rich in 
opportunities for textual analysis.  

5 A novel that encourages higher level thinking and dicussion (sic) and invites a variety af 
(sic) analysis. 

6 Literary means a complete text with required elements including plot, theme, setting, etc 
(sic) 

7 A piece of literature that explores human nature in an artistic manner. Is not straight 
forward (sic). 

8 Complexity of language, character development, structure 

9 dynamic characters, variety of syntax and diction, among many others 

10 I define "literary" as a categorical distinction from "popular" or "genre" (romance, 
horror, Western, and so forth). A literary text should be sui generis, even if it fits under 
broad rubrics such as coming-of-age or picaresque. I am open to the possibility that works 
of fiction can transcend their genres (the spy novels of John le Carre come to mind), but 
generally fiction written to satisfy market demands do not (sic) attempt to offer 
anything innovative…To be clear, we do require at least one YA text, summer reading 
for incoming 7th graders, and several years ago we chose Ruta Sepetys "Between Shades 
of Gray" as our summer all-school read. With those caveats, though, I would say that our 
biggest obstacle is the sense that young readers will find their way to YA texts on their 
own and don't require our instruction to make sense of them, whereas the works we 
teach in class offer a wide variety of intellectual challenges.” 

11 A fictional text that can be used for specific pedagogical purposes. One that employs a 
number of universal themes that students can draw on for critical, higher level thinking.  
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12 A literary text contains characters with a challenging view of their world and questions 
raised within the story that are not easily answered. Readers must consider their own 
perspectives and grapple with concepts that are different from their own experiences, 
furthering their understanding of the world around them.  

13 I go with Roland Barthes's lisible/scriptible ("readerly/writerly") spectrum—"literary" 
texts tend to the "writerly" end of the spectrum, as they require more critical 
engagement and interpretation (unlike, say, an instruction manual, which would be at 
the "readerly" end of the spectrum). 

14 It has to contain that nuance of meaning and real evidence of craft to be "literary" in my 
mind.  It should generate conversation that does not contain easy answers to anything.  
I would add to this, perhaps, one caveat.  Sometimes books are important and "literary" 
because of what they "did," so to speak. This year I taught A DAY IN THE LIFE OF 
IVAN DENISOVICH.  This is not a particularly "literary" book.  The language and craft 
is not striking, and nothing about the story is left to interpretation, but the fact that the 
book exists at all is a miracle.  It is one of the only books to come out of the U.S.S.R. 
that details the horrors of the gulags.  The author wrote the book in his mind or by 
sneaking bits of paper here or there, writing them down, memorizing them, and then 
destroying them.  The book deserves to be read simply because it miraculously exists, and 
it exposes the reality of living under tyrannical powers (one day is every day...and for 
millions who lived through it).  Other books aren't particularly enjoyable to read and aren't 
superior examples of craft, but they may have changed the world in a way that deserves 
to be understood -- UNCLE TOM'S CABIN, for example, did more to change people's 
minds about the abolitionist movement than anything else had at the time.   
...In AP courses, I try to stick to the canon because many of these students are reading YA 
literature on their own, and they need the background in the classics because they usually 
arrive to me with NONE.  Also, as I mentioned before, writing about a YA book or a pop 
lit. book (sic) on an AP exam is a bit risky if you want a passing score.  Agatha Christie 
books are wonderful to read...and they are well-written and masterful creations of plot 
structure and characterization...but I wouldn't use one as the basis for an AP essay 
question.   

15 I don't have a specific definition, but I do encourage my students to expand their idea of 
what a text is. I consider songs and arts texts, as well as videos. I think a text is anything 
that is conveying information. 

16 Literary texts are a pieces (sic) of writing that tell a story or entertain. 

17 Any text with literary elements can define the term "literary text." 

18 For me, if there are teachable literary elements even as basic as plot, theme and 
characterization it is a literary text. 

 
Source: English Teacher Survey - Required Readings, 2021. 
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Rows 15-18 above echo the beliefs that I hold as well as Bickmore, a co-founder of the 

Assembly on Literature for Adolescents (ALAN) at the National Council of Teachers of Egnlish 

(NCTE), which pursues scholarship, conferences, and advocacy for YA literature. He believes 

that all texts, no matter their length, form, or authorship, are worth scrutiny and can lead to 

meaningful conversations: that “you can do a literary analysis of a billboard if you take a New 

Critical approach” (Bickmore). According to this school of literary criticism, any text is worth 

analyzing closely to interpret arguments or analyze aesthetics, from claims to figurative language 

to themes to symbols and motifs (Augustyn). Likewise what the College Board claims it wants 

seems fairly neutral and inclusive, if you take skills listed below at face value. Here’s how 

College Board consultant and professor sj Miller explains the skills in “AP Gatekeeping: 

Exploring the Myths of Using YAL in an AP English Classroom - The Research Connection”: 

“…the College Board states that close reading should involve ‘analyzing and interpreting 
the material,’ ‘learning how to make careful observations of textual detail,’ 
‘establish[ing] connections among their observations,’ and ‘draw[ing] from those 
connections a series of inferences leading to an interpretive conclusion about a piece of 
writing’s meaning and value’ (College Board, 2008 , p. 51)” (Miller).  
 
“The AP test wants to know about tension, paradox, and irony,” adds Bickmore, who 

taught AP Lit 15 years. “The question is, can you [as author] deal with these?”16 (Bickmore). 

I’ve taught graphic novels (Maus by Art Spiegelman), nonfiction (Nickel and Dimed by Barbara 

Ehrenreich, songs (“A Thousand Years” by Sting), and films (Do the Right Thing, written and 

directed by Spike Lee) with the assumption that the creators are offering nuanced stories of 

 
16 Bickmore also commented that large-scale studies of the secondary canon aren’t done regularly due to lack of 
funding, perhaps because as Bickmore says, “young adult literature is the bastard child of literary studies” 
(Bickmore). He notes how The ALAN Review, a peer-reviewed journal of criticism and advocacy for YA literature 
published by ALAN of NCTE, is not currently catalogued in JSTOR, a nonprofit digital archive of scholarly 
material for students, researchers, and scholars (Bickmore). Meanwhile, he says, experts in YA literature, whether 
Ebony Thomas, Craig Hill, or Jim Blasingame, have rarely if ever held university positions where they are called 
scholars of “young adult literature.” They are more likely to serve as English methods professors in education or 
literature departments, just as Bickmore does (Bickmore), whose own biography at UNLV, reads, “He has 
significant interest in teaching and scholarship of young adult literature” (“Steve Bickmore, Ph.D.”).  
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tension, paradox, and library; they were all works that were worthy and go deep. Why should it 

have been a stretch for me to apply this same thinking to YA texts, during all my years of 

teaching. Beyond those Battle of the Books extracurricular events I led while teaching three 

years of middle school, I never considered texts written directly for teens as what high school 

students should read.   

Still, many respondents on my survey don’t make this leap of inclusion, as you see from 

definitions prior to row 15 in table 1. Miller concurs, saying, “Many AP lit teachers…do not 

seem to extend the College Board's statement to the inclusion of YAL [young adult literature],” 

noting that it’s a particular, multifaceted myth that drives these teachers to exclude YA texts, 

“the myth that ‘YAL Is Not ‘Similar Literary Quality’” (Miller). Miller emphasizes how a 

teacher lens is key, that maybe we shouldn’t always assume it’s The System: 

“Teachers have tremendous power as gatekeepers; they hold passkeys and attitudes about 
curriculum and materials for students that often stay with students in the next level of 
their academic lives. One teacher who did not and would not use YA lit in her AP 
literature classroom said, ‘I am not convinced by the quality, layering, or complexity of 
its literary merit or for its richness in meaning of literary artistry in an AP lit classroom, 
but I would use it in a non-AP classroom, especially with reluctant readers.’ Other 
common attitudes reinforce this cluster of dominant beliefs: YAL is for struggling and 
marginalized readers; it is not layered enough for mature audiences; it is far too 
accessible and below reading level; it is better to introduce students to texts that they 
would not otherwise read on their own, i.e., canonical works. Such sentiments implicitly 
privilege the canon, imbuing it with more literary value and quality over YAL and other 
genres of reading. 

 
This is commonly echoed by many AP lit teachers and readers at the exam. Teachers are 
indeed quite vulnerable to the power that resides in the hands of the College Board as to 
what constitutes ‘similar literary quality,’ and I offer the following as factual evidence. 
At the 2010 reading event, the question leader on the open question said aloud to the 
reading room of well over 330 readers and table leaders that no student should be scored 
higher than a four (anything below a five is considered a failing paper) if s/he writes 
using a YAL text. The power of her statement skewed the entire room's readings of 
essays. She sent a clear message that not only was YAL not deemed ‘similar literary 
quality,’ but that the students' essays could not possibly be strong” (Miller).  
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I saw the same echoes of the myth on my survey, whether from teachers who don’t want 

to risk their students’ futures or those who simply refuse—or note colleagues who refuse—to 

even examine YA literature as candidates for the canon. We can’t ignore one third of survey 

respondents who said: “Our teachers don’t read many young adult texts and therefore do not 

have enough information to recommend any.” The media specialist I interviewed testifies to 

hearing many teachers characterize YA texts as lightweight, noting, “Most [teachers] are fine 

with YA being free reading [for their students]. But they’re less likely to see YA as worthy of 

study and analysis. There’s a lot of unfamiliarity with YA, they know things like Dear Simon 

and The Hate You Give, and that becomes their idea of YA—the thing that gets made into a 

Netflix show.” Miller confirms this lack of understanding:  

 “Myth #4: Teachers Feel Competent about the Literary Merits of YAL 
A trope that emerged from the teachers in my study suggests that there should be 

tiers that could differentiate the overall quality of YAL. All of my participants expressed 
concern regarding their lack of ability to differentiate between the complex layering in 
some YAL and weaker YAL. One participant stated, ‘YAL texts should be evaluated on 
their own merits; some have high-level storytelling while others are lesser developed.’ I 
do think she has an excellent point. After all, we say the same about fiction in general. 

…Another teacher said that her lack of knowledge about the genre kept her from 
introducing YAL…One offered, ‘There are too many YAL texts so it waters down the 
good ones.’ Still another teacher wrote (and was echoed by two-thirds of the teachers), ‘I 
am concerned that a student would be judged by a reader at the exam and would be 
scored poorly’…And finally, a teacher from upstate New York said that until she’d 
established herself as an AP lit teacher, she would not use YAL because of its stigma as a 
less-valuable genre” (Miller). 

 
This teacher’s free response on my survey agrees with Miller’s findings, echoing my 

interviews and the other survey responses; plus it’s said with such verve, I had to include it: 

“This answer could be a book. Hmm, let's see:  
-teachers can get stuck in the "this is the way we've always done it"  
mindset 
-teachers don't want to change their curriculum because that takes work 
-teachers are "literary prudes" (this term taken from John Trimble's  
fantastic book Writing with Style) and think any form of commercial  
fiction, YA lit included of course, is beneath them 
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-teachers can't get printable/buyable/obtainable lesson plans for YA lit 
-teachers see the language and themes of YA lit and shake in their booties 
-teachers are met with disapproval when they want to incorporate YA lit 
-and, the biggest reason that I have seen in my experience: teachers  
DON'T READ ANY YA LIT EVER. Sad day.” 
 
You can see why I feel such pressure to defend YA texts per current rules of canonical 

fiction. Can the literary elements teachers noted in table 1 be found in Dear Martin? If it can 

withstand the standards of an AP test, the pinnacle of scrutiny and gatekeeper of kids’ college 

futures, then surely it’s literary in the Western sense? To make this assessment, I need to dissect 

further these definitions of literary, still too broad for me, to better understand which elements 

signify real complexity, the highest level of literary, so the naysayers can’t keep rejecting the 

text. When I pressed teachers in interviews or follow-up emails to say more about what literary 

looks like, one whom I will call Teacher 3, who teaches Dear Martin in Missouri, noted its 

“dynamic characterization” that allows “students to see how characters can grow and change due 

to events”17. Characterization, then, would be one element I could explore more deeply.  

Teacher 1 mentioned Dear Martin’s lack of foreshadowing, noting how they prefer books 

that lead to those “aha moments” kids will have in class discussions. Such a moment might be 

when teens realize what the billboard and the green light in The Great Gatsby mean. Teacher 1 

wondered whether Dear Martin had the same sort of green-light moment. They articulated my 

same original concerns with Dear Martin; it was like we were speaking the same code of 

imagery. Therefore terms such as foreshadowing, theme, and symbols made my analysis 

checklist as well.  

I also consulted the California school’s Course Overview Chart for ninth grade 

curriculum that Teacher 1 shared so I could understand what is meant by “allows for 

 
17 Source: Teacher 3, Missouri school, (email, August 19, 2021) 
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analysis/inference making” and use the school’s skills in my analysis. Words such as setting, 

contrast, word choice/diction, and point of view need to show up, as well as  first person 

narration, voice, characterization, purpose, audience, figurative language and poetic devices, 

and nuances in word choice (English department – Draft Course Overview). If Dear Martin 

offers all these elements, plus nuance and depth within each, then surely it’s a canonical text?  

Doing this intensive literary analysis with terms teachers teach might make this thesis 

useful. As I worked, I thought of teachers like this one in my survey who reported working in a 

school needing a rationale for YA texts in advanced courses or upper grades: “When I taught on-

level 9th, I used to teach Speak by Laurie Halse Anderson and it was one of my favorite things 

ever. But now that I’m on Honors, I doubt that would be an option” and “It [YA literature] is 

required reading for 9th and 10th graders, but not for 11th and 12th. I think it’s because it's not 

seen as important or valuable for 11th and 12th graders anymore.” Bickmore and I discussed 

how in these difficult political times, it’s crucial teachers bring thoughtful, strong rationales to 

make their cases to audiences. I know that one language that crosses political lines is “skills.” If I 

can show you, Madam Principal or Mr. School Board Member or Skeptical Parent, that this YA 

text contains skill-based, college-prep material, you may be less likely to vote this book out.  

Could I also argue that Dear Martin expands our calcified version of literary in a more 

culturally abundant way? I took this challenge, too, seeing what I could learn of traditions new to 

me but old to others. Could I be schooled, in other words, to expand my vision of what is 

literary? The answer is, yes: Dear Martin expands the definition and it does indeed school me.  

Dear Martin: How Literary Is It?  

Dear Martin by Nic Stone is a narrative and epistolary YA novel about Justyce 

McAllister, an Ivy-bound Black teen attending a mostly White private school in Atlanta. Racial 
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profiling and an unjust arrest catalyzes him to begin a personal experiment: to try to live like Dr. 

King, seeking the best response to the daily traumas of racism. First I’ll dissect the subcategories 

of literary merit by walking in the shoes of two different educators vetting Dear Martin, showing 

how differently teachers using the same literary terms can view a work of fiction.  

Below you will see the internal monologue of these two personas reading the book for the 

first time. It’s fair to assume that a teacher reader makes a pretty swift decision, on first 

impression, as to whether a text is canon worthy18. The left-hand side represents a busy educator 

or preservice teacher, reading quickly with assumptions firmly grounded in Western tradition. 

This lens is an amalgamation of certain free responses in my survey, attitudes that teachers either 

self-reported or used to describe faculty they know who are resistant to YA texts, who expect 

more rigor than YA texts present to them, and/or are generally unfamiliar with YA literature. It’s 

also reflecting a strong preference for more inaccessible, nuanced, and layered text, a preference 

resting on the assumption that if something is too readable, it must not be deep.  

This lens also represents other concerns that lead teachers to reject YA texts, such as 

these I offered for selection on my survey:  “Young adult texts offer teen characters who lack 

maturity and who model immature behavior and/or offer inappropriate language and situations” 

(three respondents said yes); “Young adult texts raise difficult topics and discussions in the 

classroom that are uncomfortable for some teachers or students” (three more chose this); and 

“Young adult texts would mean some teachers would have to teach outside their lived 

experiences and cultural traditions” (seven chose this). While this is a small sampling from 

 
18 Try this at home: read two books that are deemed “must reads” and “best ever” by your friends and colleagues. 
Read one when your mind is fresh; read one when there’s work to do. Want to put money on which book you’ll like 
best? Now picture English teachers reading YA texts in the latter situation, after piles of grading or on weekends 
when they should be resting, deciding which books pass muster for the canon. The reality I’ve lived is our teachers 
are overworked and underpaid. I recall the albatross of papers I carried home nightly, and according to my former 
colleagues whenever I check in, this work isn’t softened or lightened by the digital era or the demands of testing and 
access the community has to teachers; if anything else, the workload’s gotten worse. 
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thirty-six respondents, who might already reflect sampling bias of those more receptive to 

including YA literature, it confirms my other findings that adult discomfort with “teen” material 

as well as discomfort with justifying it to other adults can be a real barrier. 

The right-hand lens is my evolving lens. It’s also someone confident navigating complex 

social, emotional, and political issues with students. I’ve always welcomed challenging 

conversations, like Teacher 2 who reported investing in resources such as Not Light, But Fire: 

How to Lead Meaningful Race Conversations in the Classroom by Matthew R. Kay. “Those are 

the conversations I love to have,” Teacher 2 said. This educator previews the text, offering 

content warnings; invites students to approach them or another staff member to discuss the story 

or request an alternate text; and partners with other school experts (guidance counselors, school 

psychologists) before embarking on such discussions. This teacher also scrutinizes a text the way 

Bickmore and I discussed.  

This right-hand lens is also the product of my having re-read pages of Dear Martin, 

having researched other literary traditions, and trying to expand cultural assumptions. This lens 

brings an innate trust of self and students in the process of welcoming a new text, one where a 

teacher believes that everyone will grow together as learners. Finally, the right-hand lens is also 

a storyteller’s perspective, me harnessing craft tips vital to writing for children and young adults. 

This lens assumes Stone can school us as writers, educators, and students.  

Here are Dear Martin’s first pages (figures 1 and 2) so you can simulate the teacher 

experience of reading and then analyzing for figurative language and sound devices (table 2), 

and then analyzing for theme, image, motif, and irony (table 3).   

Figure 1 
Dear Martin, page 1-2 
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Figure 1. Stone, Nic. Dear Martin. Simon & Schuster, 2018. OverDrive. Accessed 20 Nov. 
2021.  
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Figure 2 
Dear Martin, pages 3-4 
 

 

Figure 2. Stone, Nic. Dear Martin. Simon & Schuster, 2018. OverDrive. Accessed 20 Nov. 
2021.   
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Table 2 
Teachers’ Analysis of Figurative Language and Poetic Devices 
 

Teacher Not Feeling It  Teacher Feeling It 

Okay, this opening scene showing Justyce 
trying to keep his drunk ex from driving, 
so that’s a no go for me: can we say, 
inappropriate language and situations? 
Melo, the girl, is intoxicated, “stone 
drunk,” in fact (Stone 3). I don’t want to 
talk about liquor in my class—some 
parents will think I condone drunk driving, 
even though Justyce is trying to prevent an 
accident or worse, death. It takes just one 
angry person yelling at a board meeting to 
put me in the hot seat… 
 
And cussing—how do I defend that?  
“Damn” and “skank” and “This Captain 
Save-A-Ho thing is gonna get you in 
trouble, dawg” (Stone 5).19  
 
Then there’s teen slang in general, never 
literary, in my book. It’s what kids hear 
every day, so how is this language 
rigorous? I see realism but I don’t really 
see any lyricism here.  
 
Another first impression is that there’s so 
much storytelling about Black trauma in 
media now, that our kids need a break. 

 The tight, arrow-sharp writing grabs me right 
away. I’m immersed in the mind of a teen in a 
fraught, tense situation. I see poetic elements 
communicating that intensity. Check out the 
aptness of the simile for a character who’s 
just come from a hard night of revels, never 
mind the alliteration (“pulled party popper”) 
and consonance (“missing a shoe”)? “Pulled 
party popper” is apt here because it’s not only 
descriptive of her spilled purse but echoing 
Melo herself, who can’t even stand straight: 
“slumped” (Stone 3), messy, and spent. She’s 
“beside her Benz on the damp concrete of the 
FarmFresh parking lot” (Stone 1), a sentence 
with more alliteration as well as sensory 
detail that quickly establishes setting. There 
is the contrast of something fresh (the 
market) with something spoiled (Melo). 
 
There is damp concrete, and Justyce knows 
that Melo is “stone drunk” (Stone 3). In 
researching this particular idiom, I found that 
there’s a variety of uses of “stone” idioms, 
from “stone-cold sober” and “still as stone” 
that go back hundreds of years in the English 
language, including Shakespeare (“Stone 
Still”). There are connotations of deadness, 
stillness, immovability in this simile.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
19 One teacher in my survey wrote, “[YA text] Quality is generally poor; sensitive topics are often managed 
sloppily, irresponsibly, or sensationally, without thought to the impact on young readers” 
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Table 3 
Teachers’ Analysis of Theme, Image, Motif, and Irony 
 

Teacher Not Feeling It  Teacher Feeling It 
 

Things I do love about this 
book: 
 

● Social justice themes 
(we need more of this 
in our reading) 

● Dynamic, believable 
characters (Justyce is a 
realistic, compelling, 
believable voice, as is 
Melo, Manny, and 
Castillo) 

● Believable dialogue 
● Tension and forward 

movement of the plot--
a real page turner.  

 
I also see the irony of a kid 
trying to help someone getting 
arrested by this officer. It’s a 
pretty obvious irony, though, 
right? Not too nuanced.  
 
I also don’t see timelessness. 
Will this book represent all a 
canonical work must represent 
in five years? That’s my 
question. Also, contemporary 
events make me somewhat 
uncomfortable; I’m not an 
expert at juggling the difficult 
issues this text will raise and I 
don’t want to get hauled into 
the principal’s office.  

 Thematic references to stone have a purpose: Justyce 
better be still as stone if he wants to survive this arrest: 
“Now, if you know what’s good for you, you won’t move 
or speak” (Stone 8). Castillo, the arresting officer who 
says this, is also immovable—a 2D character who refuses 
to treat Justyce like a person (in fact, knocks his body 
around like it can’t break--like it’s a stone). He smashes 
Justyce’s face against damp concrete (a stone-like 
material) while he insults Justyce. Meanwhile, Melo is out 
“cold,” insensible as stone in the car, unable to serve as 
defense and witness.  
 
Linguists spend whole dissertations dissecting similes, 
idioms, and implied metaphors. The “stone drunk” 
intoxication and stony selfishness of drunk Melo mirrors 
the “stone-cold” brutality of Officer Castillo who 
brutalizes Justyce. By the next chapter we’ll see that much 
of the justice system is likewise stone-cold uncaring. By 
the end of the novel, Jared and Justyce standing by 
Manny’s headstone will be a final image, and I want to 
see if students can make that connection between life and 
death, Manny and Justyce--the fact that Justyce has had a 
near-death experience in chapter 1. Here we have 
foreshadowing and mirrors; images are thematically 
coherent. This scene also introduces the wrist motif, 
connecting to Chapter 16 where Justyce receives an 
endowed object (Leavitt), a wristwatch, from his deceased 
friends’ parents. Manny, that friend, is like a ghost already 
in these first pages, a hovering voice of wisdom and 
safety, telling Justyce not to follow Melo and help Melo. 
Students can track all the times Justyce’s wrists are 
mentioned and what’s on them, throughout multiple 
chapters. I need to keep reading to find these sorts of 
mirrors, echoes, and patterns of recurrence. There are 
also mentions of red (blood), white (Melo’s skin), and 
blue (police lights and Castillo’s eyes). The American flag 
colors have these meanings: red symbolizes valor and 
hardiness; white, purity and innocence; and blue, 
perseverance, vigilance, and justice (“The History of the 
American Flag”); wonder what students could do with 
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those associations, tracking those themes throughout the 
book?  
 
There’s no Gatsby-esque green light or billboard, but there 
is a WALK symbol. Justyce obeys it—isn’t even a jay 
walker in the dead of night, when no one’s watching! Yet 
he gets thrown to the ground and handcuffed for trying to 
help someone who might die tonight if she drives. Talk 
about irony. It mirrors the book’s final scene where Jared 
and Justyce stand in a graveyard. 
 
Already this book is capturing for me the second decade 
of the twenty-first century where police brutality, youth 
movements, and social unrest are common. 

 
What does the left-hand lens see? Simplistic storytelling and too many uncomfortable 

topics, so that means Dear Martin leaves the table. Meanwhile, the right-hand lens sees literary 

merit along with cultural relevance and significance: motifs and endowed objects, contrasts 

between dialogue and the interior monologue, and irony abounds. In other words, let’s check 

some of those AP Lit boxes.  

This lens is a teacher ready to develop a lesson where students analyze the text using 

annotation journals and discussions and where student also do creative writing to attempt Stone’s 

techniques, which I consider master craftsmanship, as well as write literary analysis essays. See 

Appendix C: Dear Martin Lesson for analytical questions that address tension, conflict, and 

obstacles; characterization and how point of view is a complex authorial set of choices; 

description and style; and theme. Included there is figure 4, an infographic representing what 

teachers typically ask of students during literary analysis units. If a YA text can hang with this 

analytical tracking task, then it’s worthy of a literary analysis unit.  

Is it possible that highly-educated educators like myself hunt the wrong things and fail to 

see layers where they actually are? The media specialist I interviewed thinks so, who I should 

add also happens to be a YA author: “Here’s what I heard; ‘there’s not a lot of nuance in that 
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book.’ [That it’s] very on the surface, explicit, and not a lot of room for reading where ‘it could 

be this, it could be that.’ There was no doubt about character motivations...Most everyone felt 

there wasn’t a lot that would encourage debate.” Meanwhile, the department chair, who did find 

quotes that could support literary analysis and brought them to the selection table, was according 

to the media specialist, “the only one in the department who was doing that work.” 

Having done the work in this thesis, and seeing the time it took, I started thinking: what 

could I do here to help teachers do this work? 

The more I interrogated this code, this lens I was raised in, and thought about how I as a 

white person still navigate the world, I wondered if my search for the green light was really 

white nostalgia for texts reflecting my reality within a certain cultural tradition. If those of us 

who are white have been trained to read mostly white-authored texts centering whiteness, then is 

it reasonable to assume there could be a white halo in this Gatsby green light we seek? One that 

leads us to think some texts are “missing” something if they lack the same speech sounds, style, 

and rhythms that trained us in school, that we heard in our homes? It’s natural human instinct to 

say, “There’s no place like home.” To follow the recipe you tasted as a kid, those traditions that 

feel true. Could it be that when we don’t see the same steps and ingredients in Grandma’s shaky 

handwriting for her Best Sausage Ever, we make quick decisions like, Well, this isn’t very tasty... 

Or even if we do like it, we worry that the Powers That Be won’t—powers such as those teachers 

cited by teachers below in table 4. 

Table 4: Sample Free Responses to “[OPTIONAL] Please feel free to elaborate on any answers 
you gave above.” 

 
“The most daunting challenges to an effective reading program for ELA classes are outside 
schools’ control. Ideally, novels would mirror relevant social issues, but today’s social 
climate makes many relevant social issues taboo. Support for teachers and schools must grow 
before parents can trust a teacher to help student (sic) navigate themes that appear in a novel 
like “The Hate U Give” in an age of BLM.” 
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“Our English curriculum is traditional, in ways that are both limiting (the list of ‘classic’ texts 
is short and culturally narrow) and daunting: we can cover only a small number of great 
works. Our thinking is that a YA text would take the place of a classic work. We answer to a 
parent cohort and Board of Directors that expect to see big names (Chaucer, Shakespeare, 
Milton, Hawthorne, Melville, Twain) on our syllabi; our sense is that our community would 
see a YA text as compromising our school's academic integrity.”  

“The ‘classics’ are politically safe.  Despite instances of risky drug use, betrayal of your own 
family and suicide, Romeo and Juliet is deemed ‘safer’ than a contemporary YA novel that 
handles the exact same issues. Parents will fight hard to ‘protect’ their student’s innocence, 
and rightly so.” 

“Only selected the White Supremacy one [‘Young adult texts challenge white supremacy 
within our system’] because of HB 1775. A lot of anxiety right now about Lit Circles due to 
that language and fear of parent action.” 

“‘Young adult texts challenge white supremacy within our system’—WOW, way to hit the 
nail on the head. Yes, I think many teachers are terrified of bringing something like this into 
the classroom, especially in the current political climate. I think that teachers teaching outside 
their lived experiences and traditions is another big one that perhaps teachers wouldn't readily 
admit. You know, it's easy to blame ‘the school,’ or ‘the administration,’ or ‘the system’ for 
not incorporating YA lit, but at the end of the day, I do believe it is mostly on the teacher 
(speaking from the perspective of a private school teacher).” 

 
Source: English Teacher Survey - Required Readings, 2021. 

It’s no surprise to my readers here that race and politics do shape a reading lens. And for 

that reason I can’t rest on the laurels of my evidence proving the existence of literary terms. I 

know my teacher audience well and why they might not be convinced. In other words, I haven’t 

yet proven that Dear Martin goes deep enough.  

It Does Go Deep 

Remember the High-Middle-Low ratings of text complexity rubrics, where the number, 

depth, and breadth of themes is one of the highest bars? This part of the CCSS standard for text 

exemplars mean we need to also check Dear Martin for a range of themes. Teachers are forever 

hoping for students to discover multiple themes and share them in literary analysis essays. 

Teachers also don’t just want the naming of themes like “love” but want students to also identify 
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“enduring understandings” (Wiggins and McTighe 23) about love that authors offer in myriad 

ways. We want kids to argue about the big ideas of life—those open-ended, abstract concepts 

(Van Tassel-Baska et al 126)—and further define and analyze them, committing to conclusions, 

also known as thesis statements. So wherever these open-ended concepts live in a text, we have 

ample fuel for critical thinking and meaningful curricular design. If we can find a number of 

timeless concepts meriting discussion in Dear Martin, we’re in the realm of literary, because 

teachers can then design Socratic questions for class activities and essays. (No one disputes 

Socrates is “deep” or “rigorous,” right?) The essay assignment in particular is the real gourmet 

meal and outcome, the experience requiring students to deeply reason, make claims, and give 

evidence. The belief that Dear Martin could not handle the literary analysis essay, you recall, 

was the criterion on which it lost the Canon Finals.  

Let’s start with the concept of justice in Dear Martin to see if it’s canon worthy. Is that a 

timeless concept? Yes. Does the way the book tackles this concept inspire a layered, nuanced 

analysis for both class discussions and individual essays? Yes.  

What would Martin Luther King, Jr., do today? is the Stone’s Grand Story Question, 

which is the central question that drives narrative action (Bechard), something our VCFA 

lectures cover because we students need to master tension and the page turn to keep young 

readers with us. The Grand Story Question is like an Essential Question teachers need when 

designing lessons, a key pedagogical precept for curricular depth (Wiggins and McTighe 26). 

Whether it’s educators designing lessons or authors writing stories, we need these open-ended 

queries driving the action of classroom tasks or character arcs. These questions not only inspire 

interest and tension, but they also engage a reader to wonder, reflect, and grow. Likewise authors 

Grant Wiggins and McTighe argue in their seminal work, Understanding by Design, for us to 
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“[h]ook the students,” for activities that are “uncoverage” and “engaging” and “student friendly” 

(Wiggins and McTighe 18). Doesn’t that sound like a YA text, from hooks to engagement? 

When lessons are chances for students to solve dilemmas about timeless concepts and to create 

their own understandings, kids lean into classroom activities just like readers do with narrative 

action. As students drive the classroom activity, everyone wonders, What happens next? 

Asking whether Dr. King’s message of love and peaceful resistance works in Justyce’s 

world or our world is a complex and engaging topic. Journalist Adrienne Green nicely 

summarizes Dear Martin’s dilemmas so relevant to young adults: “The question of when and 

how to speak up for yourself or let things go recurs throughout Dear Martin...Elsewhere, too, 

Stone complicates the notion of the moral high ground: Was it wrong for Justyce to punch his 

fellow classmate for using the n-word? Was it a sign of restraint when he didn’t confront the 

student wearing the Klansman costume?” (Green). Below are more questions like Green’s that I 

designed for my lesson in Appendix C to inspire engaging tasks.  

● (Privilege) How do we define privilege? How is Justyce both privileged and 

underprivileged?  

● (Support) Who and what supports Justyce throughout the story? Who or what doesn’t, 

and why? Who in the narrative seems best supported by the community? 

● (Fate and Free Will) Where does Justyce have agency, and where is he subject to other 

forces? Where do powers outside of his control impact him? Where do coincidences or 

bad luck happen? Where do you see his individual choices? On a scale of one to ten, how 

much agency does Justyce have? 

I added the Fate and Free Will question after reading Salesses’ analysis of Western plot 

structures, and his insight that stories by marginalized authors may contain an “underground” 
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“plot of external causation” (Salesses 35). As he argues: “In America, coincidence and fate have 

long been the domain of storytellers of color, for whom the ‘naked’ force of the world is an 

everyday experience. In the tradition of African American fiction, for example, coincidence plots 

and reunion plots are normal. People of color often need coincidence in order to reunite with 

their kin” (35). I would argue that the teen phase of life is also a time where fate trumps free will; 

before a person reaches age of majority, 18, so many decisions are made for kids. Thus we’ve 

got another relevant topic for all young adults reading Dear Martin.  

My classroom experience and curriculum design work reinforces a truth I’ve always 

known: kids want to discuss, and argue, and write essays if abstract concepts and Socratic 

questions matter to them, whatever the text. I’ll never forget when my former student Shae 

announced during a Romeo and Juliet discussion back in 1993, “Fate is just a religious word for 

coincidence”—Shae, the class clown who didn’t do homework but could do acrobatic flips from 

a standing position, and who tuned in that one particular day to announce a deep insight I’d never 

fathomed on my own. I trust that Dear Martin can get us to such deep places too.  

My analysis shows that if teachers dig deep, Dear Martin does offer big ideas that lead to 

Essential Questions. We must be literary miners or trackers, not quick readers. It’s the same role 

we ask of students. What if we now spoke of Stone’s work this way: “It offers debatable, 

Socratic questions; figurative language; and tension”? Could this be rationale for Dear Martin’s 

inclusion before a resistant faculty, administration, or school board? Or do we still need more? 

“You’re Gonna Need a Bigger Rigor” 

“Rigor is a pose when our pedagogy is not yet born.” 
 

- Douglas Dowland, “The Problem with Rigor” 
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Professor Dowland’s quote above in his opinion piece decrying educational stances 

where teachers double down on more rigor and less grace during the pandemic, echoes my same 

concern when we vet YA texts. I am afeard that the teacher I simulated above in the left-hand 

lens doth protest too much over Dear Martin lacking rigor: that some teachers’ reluctance to 

canonize YA texts speaks more to our inability to design good questions. Yeah, I said it: rigor 

(canonical rigor, per Western standards) is stunted pedagogy. What we need is a clear, detailed 

rubric that reflects a range of cultural craft moves instead of a vague set of assumptions. What 

we need is more time on task. If something doesn’t look literary at first glance to me, that 

reaction may mean that I, the teacher, should be more rigorous in my reading and revisit my 

assumptions. Rigor means more time re-reading, searching, questioning, and researching; it 

means more time studying how to craft meaningful questions. White educators especially should 

always be more inquisitive beyond their gut reactions; it’s far easier to cling to a canon that feels 

as comfy as an old shoe.  

Remember the point made by the teacher on my survey who said, “generally fiction 

written to satisfy market demands do not (sic) attempt to offer anything innovative”? The author 

of this comment includes YA literature in this category. Though no one’s ever argued to me that 

Dear Martin is slow or boring, thanks to strong tension and great pacing, my time in the teaching 

trenches knows that both I and my former colleagues might echo the statement above, 

disregarding elements such as the craft move of the page turn and taut pacing, because literary 

and market worthy are assumed to be mutually exclusive. This is an odd assumption when you 

consider the commercial success of innovative writers in a whole range of literary subgenres: 

Donna Tartt, author of The Goldfinch, Toni Morrison, author of Beloved and Song of Solomon; 

and Elizabeth George with her several psychological mysteries and thrillers, are some of my 
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favorites who come to mind. Can we honestly say that these authors never once thought about 

market demands while crafting their work? Did they not listen to their editors or their own inner 

critics that care about audience and yes, whether their books would sell? I hesitate to wreathe 

literary authors’ works in such halos that we deny them the human need to be heard by many. 

Here’s another truth VCFA students know: if you’ve labored as long as I and other 

authors have to write engaging fiction—learning how to make scene and sequel work (Bickham), 

how to ensure there are satisfying beats across the plot (Snyder), how to create beats in your 

dialogue and the right amount of blocking of visuals and use of white space (Gill)—then you 

understand that plot is not simply easy or immediate magic from writers of commercial genre 

fiction. If you’ve struggled to give your character an emotional arc and journey, both internal and 

external (An) and a meaningful psychological wound and backstory (Cron), you get that 

compelling characters, ones readers want to follow, don’t just appear on the page. Not only are 

these elements of craft difficult to achieve, but often the more sophisticated it is, the simpler it 

looks. It’s not easy to write a cozy mystery, a romance with a happily ever after ending, a thriller, 

or a YA text (that might also be a blend of one of these other categories).  

When I talk with high school students today whom I coach in my college essay 

consulting business, they often say that they don’t have opportunities at school to write fiction or 

creative nonfiction. What if we taught more narrative writing, since we make students study and 

analyze its craft elements so much? Wouldn’t such assignments make students—and teachers—

better judges of how any author plies their craft? When a teacher asks students to pick apart 

Stone’s craft moves in her opening scene, then try to mimic this craft on their own, they will find 

themselves going through multiple revisions to get there. They will find themselves celebrating 

Stone’s craft moves like I did in the column called “Teacher Feeling It.” And what might have 
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been a bit easier and smoother of a literary analysis task with a YA text will get easier with time 

when turning to William Shakespeare’s or Frederick Douglass’s more inaccessible works, those 

written for audiences of earlier times. Master the skill sets of dribbling, passing, and layups, and 

you might be able to play more difficult opponents in your next basketball game.20 

But HOW Literary Is it? Still Searching for the Green Light   

We privilege a hierarchy of difficulty in classrooms, text complexity demanding obscure 

vocabulary and buried meanings. As Teacher 2 noted, this is because “Some educators need to 

feel like they’re the sage on the stage. They want to be relied on during close reading, analyzing 

rich sentences down to the word level and detail. They believe the book should be a bit above 

them [the students].” This sort of bias affects perceptions of what the educator role should be and 

thus can’t be ignored in my analysis here. In the standards for what students read and how they 

read it, do schools take code cracking too far? 

I’m not saying that books that make us struggle aren’t worth puzzling out. Hierarchies of 

sophistication do and should exist, just as different student readiness levels, interests, and 

learning profiles exist (Tomlinson and Strickland 6). All students deserve challenge and should 

see annual progress in their knowledge and skill (Tomlinson and Strickland 6), so in any given 

classroom where there are always a range of reading levels, experiences, and vocabularies, we 

should challenge students to stretch beyond their current literacy levels. We should make sure 

students meet grade-level expectations for reading and writing. But I do want to argue that how 

 
20 In my last years of teaching, an administrator told me of a northeastern college-preparatory school that made high 
school students wait till junior year to write literary analysis essays. Ninth and tenth grade courses were spent 
reading fiction and writing fiction. I wish I’d dared as an English department chair to send our curriculum that 
direction! Now when I teach students how to write the personal statement for college applications, which is a form 
of narrative memoir, I model with several mentor texts, then help them see the craft moves they are making or could 
make. They quickly catch on, encouraged by techniques at work elsewhere and in their own material. The Netflix 
Generation swims in story; why wouldn’t they be quick studies at this? Imagine the strides they’d make in both 
storytelling and literary analysis if we made more classroom space? 
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sophistication is defined, what’s placed at the top of the hierarchy, is fraught with bias and 

arbitrariness. The tip of the pyramid is biased toward what I’ll call the Holy Grail of Opacity and 

Nuance, one all texts must meet. One teacher summed up the hierarchy this way on the survey:   

“...YA lit isn't on the same level -(sic) mostly because of readability. YA lit actually does 
have a good amount of literary terms, but they are a little more ‘in your face.’ You may 
not have to dig around and search or do much work to find them and/or talk about them. 
YA lit often has good vocabulary, but found inside sentences that are easier to read (wait, 
wouldn't that be better for students??). YA lit has easier-to-distinguish themes that are 
more relevant (again, this seems better).”  
 
Dear Martin is definitely more accessible to struggling high school readers with its fourth 

or fifth grade reading level (Cianci) versus Gatsby’s ninth or tenth grade level (“Lexile Levels - 

Frequently Asked Questions”). These sort of numbers form another barrier excluding works like 

Dear Martin: the quantitative measures. As Marci Glaus notes in “Text Complexity and Young 

Adult Literature: Establishing Its Place,” this might be a misunderstanding of what constitutes 

depth and difficulty: “Many other quantitative measures of text complexity focus on sentence 

length and word frequency, which can underestimate the difficulty of narrative fiction that might 

use common language but expresses themes appropriate for adolescent and adult readers (NGA 

Center & CCSSO, 2010b, p. 7)” (Glaus 409). What this teacher and Glaus are saying is that we 

shouldn’t assume that depth and simpler language are mutually exclusive; you can have 

meaningful, deep, and developmentally-appropriate conversations about texts that read 

“younger.” Sentence length and word variety, the way language looks, should not be a 

gatekeeper to stop a YA text from inclusion in the canon.  

It’s pretty ironic, this privileging of difficult words and extra length, when you consider 

how lauded, canonical author Ernest Hemingway, fan of the simplest dialogue tag, “say” and 

author of lines such as “the trunks of the trees too were dusty and the leaves fell early that year 

and we saw the troops marching along the road” (Didion) intentionally distinguished himself 
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from the more verbose, embellished canon of James Joyce and Thomas Wolfe. As author Joan 

Didion notes, “Only one of the words has three syllables. Twenty-two have two. The other 

hundred and three have one” (Didion). Hemingway hoped his first short story collection In Our 

Time could “be praised by high brows and read by low brows” (“A Writer (1899 - 1929)”) and 

indeed it was; Hemingway became a bestseller and a literary touchstone. Scholar Stephen 

Cushman describes how Hemingway upended the “cult of difficulty” that authors such Joyce, 

Stein, Faulkner, and Wolfe had previously established, when he “hooks you with the lowbrow 

appearance and then he plays you” (“A Writer (1899 - 1929)”). Of course you don’t need 

Thomas Wolfe-type, meandering, and lyrical prose to be “literary”: doesn’t Hemingway’s plain, 

blunt prose build cinematic images in our heads? I do love that craft element of succinctness, 

personally; when Professor David Gill and I analyzed my paragraphs in my YA contemporary, 

When Pigs Fly, blocking out scenes of dialogue to ensure tighter, more visual delivery, I loved 

the art and science behind this sort of craft. I also loved that Gill understood my characters and 

their region, having lived in North Carolina, and how he recommended mentor texts such as 

Clyde Edgerton’s Raney to immerse me further in the traditions I was trying to express. Southern 

expression is a mix of succinct statements and embellished idiom, extraneous words and short 

outbursts. I have to maintain rhythm in a first-person voice while also ensuring tight, industry-

ready pacing, one of my goals.    

I could argue the same goal of succinct, cinematic writing appears in certain 

communities’ vernacular, how slang and imagistic features of various dialects and colloquialisms 

also celebrate the “low brow,” whether it’s the speech of Mark Twain’s Huck in The Adventures 

of Huck Finn or that of Janie and Joe Starks in Zora Neale Hurston’s Their Eyes Were Watching 

God. So what if we viewed YA as exactly that, reinterpreting the cult of canonical difficulty with 
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its “juvenile” looks and sounds, while also bringing accessibility and engagement our teens need 

in English class? What if we saw that there are many cultural traditions uplifting the lens of the 

average person, such as Chinse traditions of “the stories common folk told each other, the 

unofficial versions,” where “the vulgarity and vernacular may also be meant to disrupt official 

storytelling,” that of “historical narrative” (Salesses 105)? That Nic Stone’s electric, authentic 

teen dialogue, matched with figurative language, drops us right in her cinematic scenes, and 

perhaps at first “plays you” (Cushman) with its hidden depths? 

If the reluctant teacher reader needs historical precedent for the power of vernacular or 

straightforward language, beyond Twain, Hurston, and Hemingway, how about what author 

Nama Poddar argues in, “Is “Show Don’t Tell” a Universal Truth or a Colonial Relic?” 

“[T]he use of vernacular or dialect is far from unique to non-Western writers 
writing within or outside the West. Time and again, major writers across the 
world have challenged the status quo of a hegemonic language by using the 
vernacular in different ways. I’m thinking here of Shakespeare and Louis-
Ferdinand Celine’s linguistic innovation within English and French respectively, 
and of pioneering poets like Kabir who used the vernacular in Bhakti poetry to 
challenge the rule of Sanskrit in medieval South Asian literature” (Poddar). 

 
If vernacular is good enough for the Bard, then maybe it’s good enough for AP teachers? 

You may recall that the Text Complexity rubric also sets the High level of the Meaning 

criterion with this phrase, “multiple levels/layers of complex meaning,” while establishing the 

High level of the Language criterion with “heavy use of abstract and/or figurative language or 

irony.” So let’s get mighty specific here: just how many layers of meaning does a text need to be 

“high” quality? How much tension, paradox, and irony do we need? How many shifts of point of 

view? What constitutes a “heavy” enough use of “abstract and/or figurative language or irony”?  

Let’s say I could find one layer of symbolism—one hidden connotation for each of the 

character names of Justyce, Sarah, Melo, Manny, and Jared in Dear Martin: would that be 
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enough? For example, when I say that Justyce should spell his name any way he chooses and not 

have to use the traditional Anglo “i” where he uses a “y,” because justice in America doesn’t 

serve him, is that enough? Or does each character name need three possible connotations? Why 

don’t we put the students on this challenge to find more layers? I trust they will discover some.   

Even if we could get this art of analysis down to discrete numbers, we’re still in a very 

murky business. It really gets down to this question: if a student needs to spend fewer minutes 

tracking motifs in Dear Martin, is it less literary than Gatsby?  

If teachers crave layers and the excavation process, let’s deliver. Let’s plumb thematic 

depth in Dear Martin. Because even with the Socratic heft of my prior Essential Questions, I 

know we need to still answer to the Teacher Not Feeling It. That lens wasn’t built in a day, and 

we as VCFA authors should be able to address pedagogical questions in defense of our own 

texts. Let’s take the big idea of respect and its elements of antithesis and irony in the early pages 

of Dear Martin. There’s irony when Justyce tries to respect Melo’s life but learns no good deed 

goes unpunished. There’s more irony when Melo blacks out just as Officer Castillo pulls up, who 

assumes Justyce is a predatory thug, and demands Justyce look him in the eye, show respect 

through deference and abasement (Stone 7). When Justyce tries to say he means no “disrespect” 

(Stone 7), following his mother’s training to stay alive, he’s silenced by Castillo’s disrespect: 

Castillo cusses Justyce out and handcuffs him. The criminal is the police officer; the arrested is 

an innocent, a hero stopped while trying to help someone.  

But Stone does all the work for students, argues the Teacher Not Feeling It. Look how she 

spells out and gives away the meaning via Justyce’s point of view, in lines like these? “It hits 

him: Melo’s drunk beyond belief in the backseat of a car she fully intended to drive, yet Jus is 

the one in handcuffs” (Stone 7).  
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I don’t know about you, but I don’t see the word “irony” listed anywhere in Stone’s 

prose. There’s no answer giveaway. Having taught heterogeneous ninth grade classes, where 

one-third of my students need more practice with literary analysis, I wonder, How is it not 

meaningful work to frame a task this way: “Now that we’ve gone over definitions of irony and 

antithesis, find quotes that prove these literary elements exist.” In terms of difficulty level, it’s an 

application question, smack in the middle of Bloom’s Taxonomy of critical thinking, shown in 

figure 3—neither highest nor lowest, but still a key skill for in-depth understanding.  

Figure 3 
Bloom’s Taxonomy 
 

 

Figure 3. Armstrong, Patricia. “Bloom's Taxonomy.” Vanderbilt University Center for Teaching,  
Vanderbilt University, 2010, cft.vanderbilt.edu/guides-sub-pages/blooms-taxonomy.  
 

For ninth graders needing more challenge, I might ask them to find examples of these 

four literary terms: contrast versus antithesis versus paradox versus oxymoron—all these being 

layers of irony within the text, as I have in the teacher’s answer key in Appendix C. Or I might 

place all students in mixed-readiness groups and have them search the text together; it all 

depends on the classroom context and where this unit lands during the year, and how much 
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individual progress students are making. Designing scaffolded questions from each level of 

Bloom’s Taxonomy for individuals and groups, culminating in a whole-class seminar using an 

evaluation query such as, Should Justyce help Melo? leads to great class discussion and 

meaningful skill practice for all. The whole-class discussion, a good rehearsal for student essays 

about big ideas I referenced earlier, asks students to reason, make claims, and bring evidence.  

I also love this idea from some faculty at the California school: pair Stone’s text with Dr. 

King’s writing, such as “Letter from a Birmingham Jail.” This pairing lets students compare 

irony and paradox in both texts, digging deep into hypocrisies of the American justice system. 

Comparison and contrast are critical thinking skills that are part of the analysis level of Bloom’s 

Taxonomy. 

Why didn’t half of the teachers vetting Dear Martin see all these themes and potential? 

Let’s be frank: is it possible that modern Black English vernacular might not pass some teachers’ 

internal rubrics as “sophisticated”? Is it because Stone’s vernacular hasn’t withstood the 

proverbial test of time like Zora Neale Hurston’s? (How long is that test, by the way? Thirty? 

Fifty? One hundred years?). Use of vernacular has literary and historical credentials, as Dr. 

Vincent Ray Price argues in his dissertation, “So What's the Story? The Teaching of Black 

Literature in the High School English Classroom” (Price 8). It’s a tradition of uplifting and 

reaching more African-American readers, as African-American authors sought visibility and 

justice along with other artistic goals of beauty and entertainment (8). Put a pin in this thought 

because momentarily I’ll argue that a more abundant definition of literary includes awareness of 

literary traditions within certain cultures.  

I understand this bias versus vernacular better ever since some readers questioned my 

Southern heroine’s giftedness in early drafts of my YA novel, When Pigs Fly. When RJ Haynes 
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code switches in an AP English class, some readers asked me, “How can RJ be a self-called 

‘grammar ninja’ or English nerd when she says ‘ain’t’?” My answer was this: “RJ knows how to 

spell ain’t, which means she knows that contractions take an apostrophe.” In other words, she’s a 

gifted kid from North Carolina hog country who code switches: young, gifted, and rural.  

Now I had to mull over my next craft moves. Since some readers conflate standard 

English with intellect, I had to first establish RJ’s eastern North Carolina dialect in a new, earlier 

scene where she chats with her grandma who also speaks “country,” while also noting RJ’s love 

of literature. I moved the classroom scene to a later chapter—it was originally the first—and then 

added RJ’s awareness of her own code switching via interior monologue. Now more readers 

understand that AP English class can includes kids who say “don’t” instead of “doesn’t.” I know 

teens already know this truth—they’re the ones in these classes that I taught—and I live with a 

college-educated man who does the very same thing, every day, as do many in his family. Living 

in North Carolina, I figured readers here might get it, but when my agent or some VCFA 

colleagues who don’t hail from the South read earlier drafts, they did not.  

As Salesses notes, “In fifteen years of workshop, I have heard many comments that 

amount to ‘How unrelatable!’ but none has been anything other than an attempt to avoid talking 

about craft. To say a work of fiction is unrelatable is to say, ‘I am not the implied audience, so I 

refuse to engage with the choices the author has made.’…We must always ask, Relatable to 

whom?” (Salesses 75-76). Salesses’s book and this thesis journey inspired Appendix D: 

Questions for a Creative Writing Faculty, questions that I would have loved to have had before I 

attempted to teach my creative writing courses. 

I don’t mind the revision work, actually; I think adjusting my craft for more widespread 

appeal, so long as it doesn’t compromise my voice and vision, makes my writing all the better. 
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But the real question comes down to what elements of lived experience should we as authors 

fight for, right? Marginalized authors live a truth many white people can forget: not only is the 

default reading audience not all white, but there are plenty of other ways of being in the world. 

Tuning into writers’ groups on Clubhouse, I’ve heard authors such as Sona Charaipotra, co-

author of Tiny Pretty Things, share frustration at having a white editor tell her how an Indian 

character should relate to her Indian parents and being asked to follow line edits that don’t make 

any sense for her characters or cultural context she’s portraying (Charaipotra). Here’s a 

hypothetical: what if a white editor, who had never been profiled by police, had asked Stone to 

cut the mention of the WALK symbol and Justyce waiting for it at 3:00 a.m.? Should Stone fight 

to keep that moment?  

I say it’s worth fighting for because it not only shows Justyce following laws even when 

no one’s watching, because his mom’s guidance is ever-present, as we learn later, reminding him 

what to do to survive. As Justyce navigates a world where he can’t make the smallest mistake, 

more irony appears, as the real crimes, in Officer Castillo’s mind, seem to be walking at night 

and wearing a hoodie. As a white teen girl, I could cross busy intersections against the light, in 

broad daylight, and think nothing of it. This lived experience of mine is why it took me multiple 

reads of the first chapter in Dear Martin to understand the significance of certain details. Now I 

agree with Salesses who says the MFA workshop way of teaching story craft and handling edits 

skews toward the cultural preferences of this audience: “mostly white, mostly cis, mostly 

straight, mostly able, mostly middle-class, mostly literary and realist” (Salesses 117). 

Is the reason I’ve deified implicit meaning, nuance, opaque imagery, and mystery while 

rejecting more straightforward teen dialogue and vernacular linked to the fact that wealthy, 

white, Anglo Saxon folks who look like me, and who have controlled publishing, privilege 
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polysyllabic words, the implicit over the explicit, and repression of feelings rather than verbal 

confrontation? (I can’t help but think of the social rule I heard growing up: never mention 

money, sex, religion, or politics in polite society.) Or as the Text Complexity rubric puts it in the 

Language criterion, with its subset of “Clarity”: “generally unfamiliar, archaic, domain specific, 

and/or academic language, dense and complex; may be ambiguous or purposely misleading” 

(Glaus 410).  

These are supposedly the “objective” elements of a rubric scaled according to merit. 

Felicia Rose Chavez points out the systemic racism that privileges only one kind of craft or way 

of being when she quotes poet and playwright Claudia Rankine, who warns us not to be fooled 

because “‘...white civility, intelligence, and imagination, and beauty included having slaves, 

building reservations and internment camps, lynching people, withholding the right to vote and 

incarcerating large segments of our nonwhite population’” (Chavez 94). Chavez drives it home 

further when she adds, “Viewed as such, the white imagination is profoundly political, always 

has been...All art is political art. Anything less is denial” (94). If I as reader reject the language 

of young black males—Justyce in an imagined dialogue with his friend, Manny, in Chapter 1—

calling it vernacular not worth studying, how is that not political? If you consider how 

jaywalking for a young black male might have led to his death in 1989 but not for me, a young 

white female, who’s still here to tell her stories, how is the removal or inclusion of that dialogue 

or a setting detail like a WALK symbol not a political decision?  

We take a political stance when we determine what hard literary work is—that it can only 

occur in texts that look and sound a certain way. “A teacher’s racial identity, possibly 

influencing ideology, may control text selection as well,” Price argues (Price 26). “For reasons of 

familiarity and comfort, one may be more prone, even committed, to select texts that match 
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his/her racial/ethnic group. Conversely, one’s racial identity may hinder the inclusion of texts 

outside his/her racial/ethnic group because of the lack of expertise (Stallworth, 27 Gibbons, & 

Fauber, 2006)” (26). It wasn’t till my third read that it hit me that the antithetical themes of 

respect and disrespect, wreathe across Chapter 1 and the epistolary chapter 2 where Justyce 

writes a letter to Dr. King, saying, “First and foremost, please know I mean you no disrespect 

with the whole ‘Martin’ thing (Stone 8). Why didn’t I quickly see the layers that led to some 

great Socratic questions about this concept? Was it because I thought Justyce’s straightforward 

expression, dare I say Hemingway-esque frankness, isn’t nuanced enough? Yes. I couldn’t see 

beyond the first impression to the depth residing there.  

What if we now spoke of Stone’s work this way: “It offers debatable, Socratic questions; 

figurative language; epistolary format interspersed with linear narrative; “purposeful vernacular” 

(Brockenbrough); and tension”?  

One thing I didn’t try to argue about Dear Martin is the literary element of Timelessness. 

This “built to last” factor came up on both the survey and my interview with Teacher 1, who 

noted pressure on teachers today when choosing canonical works: “Buying 500 copies is a huge 

investment. 10 years from now, is this going to still feel relevant, or feel dated? Those are really 

difficult questions. Is that connection [the book has] with kids a transient one?” In their book, 

Critical Explorations of Young Adult Literature: Identifying and Critiquing the Canon, scholars 

Victor Malo-Juvera and Crag Hill describe how “historical significance” and “still in print and 

widely read” also became two key criteria in the Children's Literature Association’s first rubric 

for a children’s literature canon, the other elements being, of course, “literary merit” and also 

“innovative or controversial when they were first published” (Malo-Juvera and Hill 4). When I 

spoke with children’s author and VCFA faculty member Varian Johnson during advisor thesis 
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interviews, he wondered whether bestseller status could work as a criterion for canon selections 

(Johnson). This criteria as well as awards garnered by a book could help teachers make a 

rationale for inclusion. Stone’s book has also won two more finalist statuses: William C. Morris 

Award Finalist (“Nic Stone”) and an ALAN / Amelia Elizabeth Walden Award (“The Walden 

Award”). Will Dear Martin be ultimately viewed as innovative, controversial, popular, and 

historically significant—even though it appears to check all the boxes now? Only time will tell, 

as they say.  

An Expanded View of Literary 

The deeper I go, the more problematic my clinging to old, internal standards seems when 

vetting certain texts. Because while on the one hand I first judged Dear Martin for not being 

deep enough, the teen language too bare and simplistic, there was this other part of me that felt 

the need to take out a red pen, to pare away “flowery” writing that sometimes is a hallmark of 

literary fiction—the embellishments. Cue Hemingway’s ways, often used as a red-ink cudgel to 

tell authors to stop distracting their reader with “overwritten” dialogue tags and to please use 

“say” and “ask” instead (Salesses 4). If you want to bound my Stanford creative writing 

education by a nutshell, Salesses does so, right here: 

 “if you have been taught to write fiction in America, it is a good bet that you have been 
taught a style popularized by Ernest Hemingway and later by Raymond Carver, 
sometimes described as “invisible,” that is committed to limiting the use of modifiers and 
metaphors, to the concrete over the abstract, to individual agency and action, and to 
avoiding overt politics (other than the politics of white masculinity). Instead of a political 
argument, a character might angrily eat a potato” (Salesses 100). 
 
This idea that pared-down prose is better originally had me thinking as I read Dear 

Martin, “Nic Stone overwrites a bit, doesn’t she?”   

“He drops down and reaches for her cheek,—which is as red as the  
candy-apple paint job. ‘Damn, Melo, are you okay?’ 

She pushes his hand away. “What do you care?” 
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Stung, Justyce takes a deep breath. He cares a lot. Obviously. If he didn’t 
[care], he wouldn’t’ve walked a mile from Manny’s house at three in the morning 
(Manny’s of the opinion that Melo’s ‘the worst thing that ever happened’ to Jus, 
so of course he refused to give his boy a ride). All to keep his drunken disaster of 
an ex from driving. 

He should walk away right now, Justyce should. 
But he doesn’t.  
‘Jessa called me,’ he tells her. 
‘That skank--’ 
‘Don’t be like that, babe. She only called me because she cares about you.’ 
Jessa had planned to take Melo home herself, but Mel threatened to call 

the cops and say she’d been kidnapped if Jessa didn’t drop her at her car. 
Melo can be a little dramatic when she’s drunk.  
“I’m totally unfollowing her,” she says (case in point).  “In life and 

online. Nosy bitch.” 
(Stone 3-4) 

 
In her 1934 article, “Characteristics of Negro Expression,” Zora Neale Hurston says (bold 

mine), “Every phase of Negro life is highly dramatized. No matter how joyful or how sad the 

case there is sufficient poise for drama. Everything is acted out. Unconsciously for the most part 

of course. There is an impromptu ceremony always ready for every hour of life. No little 

moment passes unadorned” (Hurston 79). She adds, “The will to adorn is the second most 

notable characteristic in Negro expression. Perhaps his idea of ornament does not attempt to 

meet conventional standards, but it satisfies the soul of its creator” (Hurston 80).  

If I leave Stone’s writing alone, adornment makes the prose more fluid, humorous, and 

immersive. We feel Justyce’s dilemma more keenly; the scene is more potent with tension and 

character authenticity. Thanks to her craft, Stone makes Justyce a living, breathing person on the 

page. Some might read “Melo can be a little dramatic when she’s drunk” (Stone 4) as excessive 

sports commentary or others might see it as a Greek chorus in Justyce’s mind, a slight pivot to 

self, if not an unseen audience, embellishing the moment with humor and alliteration. Talk about 

flow. How is this not a type of lyricism? If you’re too busy correcting, you might miss, like I did, 
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elements such as authentic voice, another apt simile, plus dynamic characterization, and tight 

dialogue. The well-meaning white reader commits a microaggression of strikethroughs.  

Authors Cynthia Leitich Smith and Traci Sorrell address the balancing act that 

Indigenous authors engage in while crafting fiction and how it’s important for other readers (let 

me add, white people in particular) to listen and learn while reading a wide range of Native texts. 

Smith and Sorrell note (bold mine): “it is imperative that non-Native adult readers work to see 

the heart of these stories—and recognize and set aside their internalized misconceptions 

about Native life, people, and nations” (Smith and Sorrell). In other words, if I’m a white reader 

unfamiliar with Ojibwe culture and reading Angeline Boulley’s Firekeeper’s Daughter, it’s 

crucial I do the following when considering it as a potential text for my school canon. Step one: 

read the work two or three times, and discuss it with others. Step two: read more books that 

reference Ojibwe culture and that could be classified as a YA text. Three: read commentary, 

reviews, and research by experts in writing from that lived experience. Read the scholarship of 

YA literature in places such as the ALAN Review, a magazine of YA literary scholarship, and 

JSTOR, a digital archive of scholarly content for students, researchers, and scholars.   

This process will take time, a precious commodity, and require that teachers read a large 

number of books. For example, the librarian noted how the California school teachers also 

considered All American Boys by Jason Reynolds and Brandon Kiely and Angie Thomas’s The 

Hate U Give, since like Dear Martin and A Lesson, these alternate texts also grapple with police 

brutality and the Black experience in America. Ultimately the teachers decided that these stories 

reflected a traumatic aspect of the Black experience that they didn’t want to highlight, not in the 

America of 2020, and so they started over. These are not easy decisions, so my thesis has me not 

only making lessons but a tool that might help teachers vet finalist texts, by what I call an 
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Abundant Canon Rubric that might allow the teacher readers to see a text in new lights. This 

rubric in development provides both holistic criterion and granular (skills-based) language, as 

well as identification of a range of cultural craft moves, not just Western ones. My assumption is 

that tools like these might bring more objectivity to the process and help prevent decisions that 

easily default to status-quo texts, decisions made with vaguer criteria or more emotional 

positioning and attachment to various texts that truly come down to “taste.” For example, I might 

include references such as Smith and Sorrell’s note that, “not every young reader needs to ‘get’ 

every joke for a Native story to be funny to everyone” (Smith and Sorrell). I might include 

Salesses’s notes on the work of “[a]uthor Jennifer Riddle Harding [who] writes about what she 

calls ‘masked narrative’ in African American fiction, in which Black authors wrote to two 

audiences at the same time: a white audience they needed in order to have a career and a Black 

audience who would be able to understand a second, ‘hidden’ meaning through context clues that 

rely on cultural knowledge” (Salesses 34). 

Smith and Sorrell add, “Native fictional stories aren’t educational texts, and their quality 

shouldn’t be based on how much content informs non-Native readers. Put another way: They’re 

not better if the Native experiences are bulked up to serve a curriculum—or thinned out so 

cultural content is served in bite-size chunks. Rather, that level of content should be driven by 

what serves story and the author’s sensibility” (Smith and Sorrell). White folks’ removal or 

insertion of what Smith calls “connective tissue” and “context,” is something we should trust a 

talented, marginalized author to do (Smith, Panel) in the same way we trust the talented, white 

Fitzgeralds or Hemingways.  

Another literary element Hurston’s essay taught me was the double descriptive, 

manifesting in phrases such as “low-down” or “more great and more better” (Hurston 81), what 
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she calls “the Negro’s greatest contribution to the language” (80). When Justyce describes 

Melo’s “crazy curvy hips,” along with this hyperbole and double descriptive—“Even drunk, Jus 

can’t deny Melo’s the finest girl he’s ever laid eyes—not to mention hands—on” (Stone 5)--we 

get a strong sense of his attraction.  

“She starts to tilt, and Justyce catches her by the shoulders to keep her from falling. She 
startles, looking at him wide-eyed, and Jus can see everything about her that initially 
caught his attention. Melo’s dad is this Hall of Fame NFL linebacker (biiiiig black dude), 
but her mom is from Norway. She got Mrs. Taylor’s milky Norwegian complexion, wavy 
hair the color of honey, and amazing green eyes that are kind of purple around the edge, 
but she has really full lips, a small waist, crazy curvy hips, and probably the nicest butt 
Jus has ever seen in his life” (5). 

 
Stone’s cinematic slow-down put us right in Justyce’s mind, interior monologue with a 

rush of imagery, implied metaphor, and purposeful vernacular as he code switches. It’s great 

storytelling. While some teachers will balk at the male gaze, seeing it as misogynist or too 

sexual, I suggest we honor the sensory detail, the double descriptives and hyperbole, and other 

adornment. We sure can’t argue lust is off limits if we let Mercutio roar crassly about the “prick 

of noon” in Romeo and Juliet (Shakespeare)21. What seems like inappropriate extras or crossing 

the line to one culture is intentionally a lush part of life to another. Hurston explains: 

“...lovemaking is a biological necessity the world over and an art among Negroes. So that 
a man or woman who is proficient sees no reason why the fact should not be 
moot...Songs are built on the power to charm beneath the bedclothes. Here again we have 
individuals striving to excel in what the community considers an art. Then if all of his 
world is seeking a great lover, why should he not speak right out loud? It is all in a 
viewpoint. Lovemaking and fighting in all their branches are high arts, other things are 
arts among other groups where they brag about their proficiency just as brazenly as we do 
about these things that others consider matters for conversation behind closed doors” 
(Hurston 88).22 

 
21 When I taught Romeo and Juliet, I also taught Spike Lee’s movie Do the Right Thing. Now I’d ask students to 
analyze themes of fate and free will as they connect Romeo, Mookie, Juliet ,Tina, Buggin Out, and Mercutio.   
22 Jessica Pryde, represented by my agent, will publish a romance anthology in 2022, Black Love Matters, with this 
blurb pointing to the barriers Black love has faced in literary representation: “Romantic love has been one of the 
most essential elements of storytelling for centuries. But for Black people in the United States and across the 
diaspora, it hasn’t often been easy to find Black romance joyfully showcased…In this collection, revered authors 
and sparkling newcomers…consider the mirrors and windows into Black love as it is depicted in the novels, 
television shows, and films that have shaped their own stories” (Pryde). 
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When Justyce describes Melo’s body, it’s full of awe, enjoyment, and respectful survey. 

It’s not an objectification—the longest phrase is about her eye color, AKA window to the soul—

and you don't see ownership or objectification there. He expresses awe that she would be 

interested in him. We see lust mixed with humility. Cue the theme of respect again.  

By chapter three of Dear Martin, Stone invokes another African-American literary 

tradition: signifying, a form of conversation with literary ancestors. In her chapter, “‘Do You see 

a [Hu]man Sitting Here?’ Signifying in Monster” in Critical Explorations of Young Adult 

Literature, scholar KaaVonia Hinton explains literary theory as first posited by Dr. Henry Louis 

Gates, Jr. of this “rhetorical strategy…[in] Black American oral tradition,” a way of challenging, 

reinterpreting, and critiquing tropes in Black American literature (Hinton 52). When you signify, 

you join a tradition that assumes a reader knows the canonical body of Black literature and a 

“Black readership” (Hinton 64). Gates explained how Monster, a YA novel published in 1999 by 

Walter Dean Myers, is a revision of A Lesson Before Dying, how  

“...Monster repeats and reverses Black male experiences often put forth in Black 
American literature in general and specifically in Lesson. Monster’s revision considered 
the continual effects of racism from slavery to mass incarceration, the positioning of 
Whites within the judicial system that contribute to the dehumanization of the main 
character, and the use of literacy in the quest for human dignity” (Hinton 51).  

 
Stone signifies on both of these books, joining an existing dialogue and tradition around 

the fact of “Black men and boys dehumanized by a judicial system that convicts them on sight 

and prior to trial” (Hinton 64). When Stone portrays the effects of racism on a temporarily-

incarcerated Black male, Justyce, you could say she is signifying on the characters of Steve and 

Jefferson incarcerated long term in the two YA texts, Monster and Lesson, respectively. Like 

Lesson, where Jefferson writes his diary while in prison, and like Monster, which signifies on 

Lesson when Steve writes his journal and a screenplay (62)—an example of “the use of literacy 
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in the quest for human dignity” (62)—Stone has Justyce write letters to Dr. Martin Luther King, 

Jr. You could argue that Stone also signifies on Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s temporary 

incarceration as an adult male in his “Letter from Birmingham Jail.” Then she has Justyce replay 

his scenes in class like screenplay dialogue, which hearkens back to Monster. Now we have four 

texts in conversation.  

I believe Stone also uses the screenplay format to show, via text formatting and genre, 

how certain classroom dialogues where Jared’s racism and unbounded white privilege can “hit a 

nerve,” as Justyce’s debate teacher Doc says (Stone 20). Stone’s use of character names followed 

by colons and only dialogue after having kept us in third-person close point of view or in first-

person epistolary chapters wakes up the reader in a way that regular prose might not. If it feels a 

bit jarring, I believe that’s the intent, since Justyce is traumatized in these scenes by class 

discussions in ways that his white classmates are not. What happens via the text formatting 

symbolizes what might be like an out-of-body experience for Justyce, which could be a strategy 

for surviving painful conversation. We as readers suddenly disconnect from Justyce’s thoughts in 

the same way Justyce disconnects from himself. With this new fly-on-the-wall, camera point of 

view, we pull back for a more objective sweep of the scene, that only hears conversation and 

notes body language. Having been immersed in his emotions prior with the adornment strategy 

noted earlier, the reader feels the sudden distance, keenly. While I don’t see here that Stone 

intends to signify on Hemingway, a cool connection a teacher might make for students is the fly-

on-the-wall camera strategies, the objective perspective that both these literary authors use.  

We could also argue that because Justyce communicates with Dr. King, and Dr. King 

signifies on the ideas of Thomas Jefferson and the Declaration of Independence, that there’s an 

even larger reach of intertextuality and conversation happening. Talk about layers: look at all the 
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interdisciplinary territory teachers might cover with the historical documents! Why not bring 

Dear Martin to an American history course? 

As a Black female author, is Stone also signifying on a rich body of Black women’s 

literature, from Alice Walker to Sapphire? I think so. In the chapter from Critical Approaches to 

Teaching the High School Novel, called “‘We Got to Be Smart to Git Away’: Revisiting African 

American Language and Emancipatory Literacy in Alice Walker’s The Color Purple and 

Sapphire’s PUSH,” scholar Raquel Kennon lifts up the literary tradition of slave narratives, the 

“epistolary” format that Walker gives her protagonist, Celie, to tell the “journey from 

dispossessed brutalization to embodied subjectivity” (Kennon 196-197). Likewise Justyce is 

brutalized in chapter one; in chapter two, he takes a journey of the mind beyond his broken body, 

despite the pain of his aching wrist (Stone 13). The rest of the novel is a journey of mind over 

matter to make sense of a country that sees him for his skin first. I see Stone doing with Justyce 

as Kennon argues that Sapphire does with Precious, the protagonist of Sapphire’s PUSH, how 

Precious “finds liberation through acts of critical reading and writing in formal and informal 

learning environments which affirm the power of self-expression, written correspondence, 

discursive exchange, and literacy attainment as instrumental emancipatory acts” (197). Justyce, 

like Precious, writes freedom into his personal script (197).  

When you think about the characters of Tom Robinson and Calpurnia (I could not locate 

her surname) in Mockingbird, seen through the white gaze of an Alabama six year-old, we have a 

whole new world of abundant viewpoints and literary potential here. If today’s ninth grader 

could read Dear Martin in ways I’ve described above, then two years later encounter 

Mockingbird in an eleventh grade class, this student would have a lot of voices and perspectives 

in mind to critique and analyze Mockingbird in ways that my students back in 1995 could not.  
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After this research of literary history, theory, and its specific elements, my lens on Dear 

Martin has clearly changed. I am no longer making assumptions without a set of tools.  

The Winner of the Canon Finals 

Which book did the teachers finally choose at my former school? The Book of Unknown 

Americans by Cristina Henríquez. When the teachers decided to look beyond text options about 

the Black lived experience, they found this adult novel with a powerful dual narrative of a mom, 

a Panamanian immigrant, and her teen boy, born in the U.S. Interspersed are narratives of others 

in the Latinx community, providing a more mosaic image of the immigration story. Teachers 

were excited about the gray, complex areas of the text that they felt would really sustain 

discussions and essays. This selection also filled a gap, since the media specialist says Latinx 

authors aren’t taught in the curriculum, save Junot Díaz’s The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao 

in AP Literature. While the text chosen is not a YA one, I continue to be impressed with the 

thoughtful journey these teachers took and how they have challenged themselves.  

Next Steps 

Unknown, part of the chosen text’s title, is also a good concept to close on. What if 

instead of going with what we’ve always known, we paused, took a breath, and admitted we 

might not know? We can’t always stop those automatic first impressions we get as readers, but 

we can ask right away, Why do I think this way? Like Malo-Juvera and Hill argue, what if we 

relinquished our attachment to canons as finalized lists, and instead viewed it as a process, “a 

form of inquiry,” and “never-ending” (Malo-Juvera and Hill xi)? What if like Cynthia Leitich 

Smith says, we call it instead “a conversation” (Smith)? 

The teachers at my former school inspired me when they shared how they are also 

experimenting with YA short stories such as Nicola Yoon’s “Super Human,” about a Black 
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superhero. “Kids love it,” said Teacher 1. According to the media specialist, this story is read 

along with Amy Tan’s “Fish Cheeks,” which is considered a literary short story. Their approach 

coincides with one Smith and I have also discussed in an interview, which is how to make 

change with short texts as “stepping stones” (Smith). Because when you consider all barriers 

marked by teachers in my survey and noted in this thesis, systemic and individual, we’ve got 

quite an Everest to climb. A two-day unit with one short story is a more likely place for teacher 

autonomy and creativity in lesson design, and most realistic for newer teachers who don’t have 

the authority to take the same risks as veterans (Durham). As the media specialist mentioned, 

there’s wonderful power and efficiency when all students in a heterogenous class read and 

analyze a short story together; plus for teachers, there’s less doubt kids have read the text. (The 

media specialist also shared how students sit in the library, last-minute skimming canonical texts, 

rather than reading them.) Another bonus: a newer YA short story might have fewer Cliff’s or 

SparkNotes analyses online, making it harder for a student to Google theme during class. Short 

stories also let a busy teacher reread a text multiple times to find the literary depth. Smith’s idea 

led me to excellent YA anthologies where I found a gold mine of usable stories, which will allow 

me to share a curated list of short stories and lessons at my lecture. Smith and I also discussed 

how speculative fiction short stories with their fantastical or futuristic worlds can sometimes 

make it easier for students and teachers to grapple with sensitive, controversial topics and 

themes.   

I celebrate how this school’s faculty also had a deep interest and commitment to 

curricular innovation. Prior to this debate, some teachers had implemented a successful, four-

year pilot to integrate YA texts in literature circles. While YA texts aren’t yet canon, all three 

interviewees from the school spoke glowingly of the use of them with book clubs using methods 
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from consultant Penny Kittle. According to Teacher 1, students now exercise more choice and 

are able to select from lists that include Dear Martin, All American Boys, Picture Us in the Light, 

The Hate You Give, The 57 Bus, and Aristotle and Dante Discover the Universe. The media 

specialist also commented, “Kids are thriving, they’re reading more, scoring as well if not better 

than traditional methods of teaching reading.” 

Meanwhile there are AP teachers like Cody Miller who use AP practice texts with YA 

books as options students may select. Stepping-stone changes can be made in the ways we assess 

if we clearly name the skills we teach and try them out thoughtfully on YA texts. Miller explains 

his methods here:  

“Previous AP Literature prompts, easily accessible thanks to the College Board’s 
website, ask complicated moral questions that are often rooted in cultural studies. I select 
prompts that align with concepts and ideas we’re already discussing in class. The 
nuanced ideas and concepts students wrestle with while reading should be privileged over 
a book’s status in an outdated hierarchy. In fact, English education scholar sj Miller 
argues that it is more important that students are able to ‘read widely, shift and apply 
literary lenses depending on context, unpack meaning, critique ideas, and make sense of 
literature in a way that is useful and applicable in their lives’ than complete a canonical 
text. I agree completely. 

I typically give students six to eight prompts to choose from when writing their 
final exam. Prompts are sometimes modified for student clarification. Students can select 
one text from the year to use answer the prompt, or they can synthesize multiple texts. 
Students have two to three class periods to complete the essay. The results are always 
impressive! This year alone, students answered an AP prompt relating to secrets using If 
You Could Be Mine and Tell Me Again How a Crush Should Feel, both by Sara Farizan. 
Another student answered an AP prompt relating to the nature of power by synthesizing 
ideas from the canonical text Lord of the Flies, the graphic novel Persepolis, and the YA 
text Never Fall Down. One student explored how Walter Dean Myers represents the Iraq 
War in Sunrise Over Fallujah, while another student analyzed how past events are 
inescapable in Mare’s War by Tanita S. Davis. All of these essays are engaged in 
discussing complex sociopolitical issues. 

I understand that my assessment isn’t exactly like the AP exam. But exact 
replication isn’t the point. Instead, the purpose is multifaceted: to expose students to what 
an AP prompt looks like, to have students use literature as a tool to explore broader 
socio-political issues, to legitimize the stories of diverse writers, and to acknowledge the 
important contribution YAL has made to the study of English. I believe all of those aims 
to be more than ‘rigorous’” (Miller). 
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 When Randy Ribay said during his summer Visiting Writer talk, “We have the sacred 

opportunity to help the next generation to imagine and practice revolutionary love” (Ribay), my 

heart leapt. That’s the soul invitation for us authors and educators; it’s our reason for being. Love 

for our students appears in our reading selections, the sort of love Smith expressed the week she 

accepted her NSK Neustadt Prize for Children’s Literature, when she said, “Our children contain 

multitudes” (Smith).  

As I write this final paragraph, we await the jury’s verdict in the death of Ahmad Arbery 

at the hands of three white vigilantes. I am reminded of Nic Stone writing Dear Martin in the 

wake of deaths of other young Black men such as Trayvon Martin and Michael Brown (“Dear 

Martin: Applying King’s Teachings in Modern America”). If I believe Black Lives Matter, then 

what I choose to read about Black lives matters. As the we chip away at these systemic stones, 

and as we rub the glass clear in our reading lenses, may we bring our craft knowledge, lived 

experiences, and abundant love to the process, trying for change that includes all. Let’s write 

stories and design lessons with abundant representation and awareness. Let’s seek to learn and 

appreciate a range of craft traditions. Let’s honor the work of Nic Stone and Ernest Gaines with 

equal awe, seeking to understand in ways we haven’t understood before. 

 
 

“What will we know when this page is done? Who will we be? Will we survive the 
fires, the hatred, the hatred, the heat, the rage?...The pandemic has shown us just how 
far away we have been from ourselves; now we need to figure out where we are going 
together and how to get there, together. 

 
I bow down to the storykeepers, to the keepers of poetry. I am reminded of the water 
spider, who when the earth was covered with water, carried an ember on her back so 
we could make fire to keep the story flickering, lit. Everything is a prayer in the 
becoming as she approaches us, swimming through time”  
  

- Joy Harjo (32). 
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Appendix A -  English Majors’ Disease 

 I consider myself well educated. I’d also like to argue I’m poorly educated. 

 If you are of the generations some call Boomer, Gen X, or Gen Y, you might relate to 

what I’m about to share. By the time I turned seventeen, I’d lived a racially-segregated existence 

in both daily experience and reading, much like this passage in my own YA historical novel 

describes about my fictional protagonist: “There may have been black people in California, but 

for me they only lived in movies, music, sports, and TV. Eddie Murphy. Michael Jackson. Bill 

Cosby. The Jeffersons. Jerry Rice and Marcus Allen. Uncle Remus.” The only book written by a 

Black woman I’d ever read by the time I reached high school was Mildred Taylor’s Roll of 

Thunder, Hear My Cry. Otherwise, my understanding of Black experiences was only through the 

eyes of white folks. I had read a tremendous amount of white authors who called themselves 

British or American. This is how one ends up with what some call English Major’s Disease. 

1982 - 1986: I attend Ravenscroft High School and take two years of AP English. 

In a mostly white, Southern, college-preparatory school, I read and was inspired by a 

mostly white, male canon, with a few exceptions: Harper Lee, Richard Wright, and Edith 

Wharton. Native Son was the first book I read authored by a Black man; I was 14. Otherwise, 

other lives were invisible to me in life and literature. Rarely if ever did I see in literature 

representations of my few friends of color: one Filipina friend, one Chinese, one Black friend, 

and one Cuban-Argentinian friend. Everyone else I knew appeared to be white.  

You could say that my high school reading reflected the white-led cultural literacy 

movement of the 1980s, which has waxed and waned over the last 150 years, promoting “the 

growth of the individual and the preservation of national values and traditions” (Applebee 3). As 
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Arthur N. Applebee explains in “Literature in the Secondary School: Studies of Curriculum and 

Instruction in the United States”:  

“…its adherents have usually focused on the importance of ‘great books’ and the moral 
and cultural qualities associated with such books (Adler, 1940; Hutchins, 1936).... 
through engagement in great ideas usually implying the need for a common base of 
knowledge (facts, values, accepted traditions)... (Hirsch, 1987). This cultural heritage 
model of English studies tends to reject curricular differentiation, arguing that all students 
need exposure to the greatest works, and that attempts to make the curriculum more 
‘relevant’ or ‘accessible’ to students will also make the curriculum less worthwhile 
(Adler, 1982)” (Applebee 3).  
 
Applebee’s description reflects the movement’s coded language for “white, Anglo-Saxon 

cultural heritage.” They also frame the beliefs you hear today when “critical race theory” 

opponents fume at school board meetings: these folks believe there is one canon of American 

cultural heritage to be consumed by all students.  

1986 - 1991: I attend Stanford University. I major in English. I get a master’s in education. 

My first year at Stanford I took a required course like all first years found on their 

schedule: Western Culture. That year I also attended a gathering hosted by groups such as the 

Black Student Union and Asian Student Union, who were calling for this curriculum to be 

reformed (Lindenberger). I remember attending the event where a panel of student leaders, led 

by BSU head Bill King, told us that the “dead white males” we were all required to study (from 

Plato to Freud, as students called it) needed to be updated with diverse voices and histories 

spanning the globe. To paraphrase Bill King, head of the BSU, in words I’ll forever remember: 

“We’ve been asking for change for a long time, and now we’re demanding it.”  

I was part of the pilot group spring quarter to test a new curriculum that would later 

become Cultures, Ideas, and Values, something that conservatives would decry, to the point 

where Dr. William Bennett, Secretary of Education, would debate Stanford’s president, Dr. 

Donald Kennedy over what Bennett viewed as a bad decision. My professor that quarter was Dr. 
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Clayborne Carson, civil rights activist and curator of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., papers, a 

project where I volunteered time, and he sought to provide us with a whole range of perspectives 

through readings we had been missing the prior quarters. How thick that course reader was!  

My mind and heart expanded several sizes that quarter; I returned home calling myself a 

feminist and whatever I considered antiracist (we didn’t have that term then). But that would be 

one of the few times I would see diverse voices and stories in my readings at Stanford.  

By junior year I’d decided to not only be an English major but also a creative writing 

minor, and when I headed off to study abroad in France, I assumed I’d return senior year to take 

all the creative writing classes I would need. When Salesses describes how what we consider 

now settled, undisputed elements of meritorious craft were forged and codified in the famed 

Iowa Writers’ Workshop in the twentieth century, one that produced so many American short 

story writers and novelists taught in schools today (Salesses 20), I believe he captures the lens of 

the Stanford English and creative writing departments at that time, and cultural heritage of most 

professors who taught me. Iowa’s founder and poet Paul Engle intended to create a program led 

by a very specific political and cultural philosophy, one of  “the free individual…[and] 

democratic capitalism [Bennett quoted in Salesses xiv]...Craft expressed certain artistic and 

social values that could be weaponized against the threat of communism” (xiv - xv). Likewise a 

white male writer, Wallace Stegner, established Stanford’s creative writing program. Note 

Stegner’s vision, a lens that of course drives pedagogy and course design:  

“In the American West, Stegner saw the possibility of a ‘geography of hope,’ his famous 
phrase, a place where land and civilization, each carefully tended, could exist in relative 
harmony...He also never fully grappled with the murder and dislocation of Indigenous 
people by the on-rushing settlers. He penned a land that was vast and gorgeous and 
empty, not violently depopulated, not filled with ghosts” (Arnold 42). 
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Stegner then taught Edward Abbey, Ken Kesey, Larry McMurtry, Wendell Berry, Ernest 

Gaines, N. Scott Momaday, and one of my professors, Nancy Packer (Arnold 42). These were 

four white male authors, one Black, one Indigenous, and one white female. I recall three female 

professors during my five years at Stanford, two of whom were white.  

As we note all the voices and histories left out in Stegner’s world view, I see that vision’s 

influence on me, an English major who took creative writing courses with Ehud Havazelet and 

Brent Spencer, both Stegner Fellows and graduates of the Iowa Writers’ Workshop. I recall our 

reading authors such as Hemingway and Carver as mentor texts in my college anthologies and 

course readers, telling me what to emulate when I picked up a pen. When I returned senior year 

to keep taking more courses, I got a bit of a surprise: Stanford had changed the requirements for 

accessing advanced creative writing courses, and after reading my manuscript, Dr. Brent Spencer 

did not wish for me to join his class.  

In my VCFA WCYA application essay, I shared my conversation with my advisor, John 

L’Heureux, author and long-time creative writing department chair at Stanford, where he shared 

what Spencer called my fiction: “sorority girl lit.” I believe by this he meant that two girls 

talking to each other in their dorm room wasn’t compelling fiction. (Ironically, I never joined a 

sorority nor was I writing about that experience.) While I did need to “live a little,” as L’Heureux 

gently suggested, before my writing deepened, I don’t believe that the gatekeeping Spencer did 

for his course, sacrosanct from anything “girl,” was quite just. As you see, his phrase stuck with 

me, signaling that women’s conversations to him were silly (or at least, how I rendered them). 

Fortunately, I soon would read Alison Bechdel’s Dykes to Watch Out For comics and learn about 
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the Bechdel Test23. I’ve been on a journey since then to find a way to elevate women’s lives and 

lenses in my fiction.  

Even my professor of Indigenous fiction was a white male, Dr. Ken Fields, who resigned 

in 2019 after students complained about his insensitive handling of Indigenous stories (Flaherty). 

I did audit a course with a Black female professor, a class where I first met Toni Morrison and 

Gloria Naylor. I’ve tried in vain to find her name, since it’s lost in my memory. Maybe her time 

at Stanford isn’t catalogued properly online thanks to this fact: that it wasn’t till this year, 2021, 

that Black student activists finally won a 50-year battle to make African and African-American 

studies “a full-fledged academic department” (Ross). Departments get funding to recruit and hire 

faculty rather than “borrowing professors,” can attract eminent scholars and students, and can 

offer graduate degrees (Ross).  

We teach what we know, what we’ve lived, and what we understand. In the fall of 1990, I 

entered the classroom and began to teach British literature, beginning a long career of trying to 

figure out how to sell older literature while finding some new to blend a curriculum they would 

read. Price explains why teachers like me transmitted the same culture, again and again, how 

with “…the representations (of people, events, concepts) featured in curricula, schools promote 

certain ideologies—ways of thinking, seeing, believing, and behaving—that acknowledge 

particular perspectives and cultures while ignoring others. Such privileging then raises the 

question, “Whose perception of reality is considered/constructed as valid or invalid in school 

knowledge, and why?” (Au, 2012, p. 65)” (Price 3). 

  

 
23 The Bechdel Test, inspired by Bechdel’s 1985 comic, gives three rules for films, designed to point out not only 
male dominance in cinematic subjects but also films where women’s voices are honored: a film with at least two 
women in it who talk to each other about something other than a man (“Bechdel Test”). 
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Appendix B – English Teacher Survey - Required Readings 

Please feel free to click through this survey. This survey asked high school English 

teachers in the summer of 2021 to share their use of YA texts as required readings and share 

what they believe are any obstacles to including YA in secondary English curriculum. I wanted 

to see whether perceptions of YA not being “literary enough” determined their reading 

selections. I located these teachers through my friend and collegial network, through networks of 

my VCFA colleagues, through those I interviewed, and through social media connections. I also 

reached out to thought leaders in the field, including other librarians, a YA author, and a 

founding member of #DisruptTexts, but was not able to secure survey participation or 

interviews. My goal was to reach beyond my mostly-white network, which assumes more time, 

research, and effort than I believe VCFA expects of my thesis work. I consider this process the 

beginning of a conversation and extended research I will need to keep doing to be better 

educated on this topic of what teachers are currently doing, what challenges they face, and what 

biases might be part of the canon selection process.   

While I can’t argue my survey of thirty-six high school teachers is statistically 

persuasive, considering the 1,050,800 teaching positions in the U.S. in 2019 (“High School 

Teachers”) or that there isn’t a self-selection or non-response bias (those with strong opinions or 

more knowledge are more likely to respond), my main goal was to get some educator input. 

Teachers’ voices are often silenced. As author, teacher, and researcher Kierstin H. Thompson 

says in her English Journal article, “Beyond the Stacks: Why High School English Teachers 

Should Be Talking About Books”: “...the problem with such debates over what literature is best 

for high school classrooms is that high school teachers, despite being the ones actually engaged 

with students and the texts in question, have little credibility in the larger, public discourse and 
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end up being interrupted, critiqued, or shouldered out of the conversation” (Thompson 38). 

Seven respondents selected this reason they don’t teach YA texts: “I don't have any voice or 

decision power in the text selections.” By listening to current professionals, I can amplify experts 

in the field.  

I heard from teachers in sixteen states, the most responses coming from Illinois and North 

Carolina (five each). Sixty-nine percent of teachers came from suburban schools and over 

seventy-eight percent from public schools. Considering seventy percent of American high 

schools are public and a majority of students attend suburban schools (Riser-Kositsky), this 

sampling reflects the typical American school.  

The most recent national survey I could locate with some connections to my research had 

a reach slightly larger than mine. English education professors Victor Malo-Juvera and Crag Hill 

surveyed the eighty-nine attendees at the 2018 ALAN Workshop and then fifteen attendees at the 

2018 Summit on the Pedagogy for Young Adult Literature at the University of Nevada, Las 

Vegas, inquiring about the YA canon, the most-taught YA books in schools (Malo-Juvera and 

Hill 8-9). Their surveys also included middle school and college educators as well and educators 

from urban, suburban, and rural schools. As I mentioned earlier in my thesis, larger studies about 

the typical secondary canon, proving its narrow representation of lived experiences, date back 

almost ten years or more. 

If my survey is typical of what we see across the U.S., educators aren’t teaching much 

YA as canon. Of the teachers surveyed, ten, or slightly under one-third, said they taught one YA 

work per year. One person indicated “3-5,” but then said there were no required texts. Dear 

Martin was mentioned four times and The House on Mango Street, twice. Other books teachers 

listed once include Persepolis; Tomorrow, When the War Began; Ready Player One; The 
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Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian; American Born Chinese,; Orbiting Jupiter,; Enola 

Holmes; Bear Town,; Simon Vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda; I Kill Giants,; Fahrenheit 451; 

Romeo and Julie,; Lord of the Flies; and The Little Prince.  

If the last four titles leap out at you, know that there is quite a healthy debate out in the 

world as to what constitutes YA literature, though I imagine few at VCFA would name 

Shakespeare or Bradbury. A challenge with any research is ensuring common definitions for 

survey respondents and interviewees, so I provided these definitions on the survey and in inquiry 

emails for interviews, seen here in table 5: 

Table 5 
Definitions of Survey Terms   
 

Required Reading (Canon) Young Adult Literature 
 

Any fictional text (literature) assigned by you, 
the school, district, or other institutional entity 
to all students within a particular classroom, 
taught during the school year and given class 
time, assignments, and in-class analysis, 
discussion, and/or activities that all students 
must complete. 

Fiction written for an audience ranging in age 
from 12-18, often with protagonists of the 
same general age. May also refer to works 
written for adults but with appeal for younger 
readers. This fiction can be any form, such as 
books, short stories, graphic novels, verse 
novels, and poetry, and may range from flash 
fiction length to 80,000+ words. 

 
Source: English Teacher Survey - Required Readings, 2021. 

By using an age range in my survey definition, I wanted to distinguish YA texts from 

traditional literary fiction most common in the canon. I assumed teachers would define YA using 

criteria in the same way Time Magazine did in its recent 2021 curation of Top 100 YA titles: 

more relevant to and written for a younger audience (Gutterman and McCluskey). Time’s editors 

acknowledged the difficulty of circumscribing a category that remains gray and blurry at its 

edges:  
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“there is no single, straightforward way to classify YA, which is read by many adults and 
has evolved greatly over time...Michael Cart, former president of the YALSA, reflected 
on the ephemeral categorization of books for young readers in 2008: ‘The term ‘young 
adult literature’ is inherently amorphous,’ he wrote, ‘for its constituent terms ‘young 
adult’ and ‘literature’ are dynamic, changing as culture and society—which provide their 
context—change’” (“The 100 Best YA Books of All Time”).  

 
Where these terms definitions begin to matter are in the way teachers (myself included) 

make immediate, gut-level assumptions of what YA is and is not when gathering a group of texts 

to vet for the canon. For example, I was surprised to discover that Ernest Gaines viewed his 

audience for A Lesson as YA, thereby meeting my definition. He noted in 1993 that “I write for 

the African-American youth in the country, especially the South, so that they can know who they 

are and where they came from and take pride in it…[And for] the white youth of his country, and 

especially the South, because unless he knows his neighbor of three hundred years, he only 

knows half his history” (Hager). Meanwhile I and teachers at the California school (according to 

the media specialist) did not originally see this book as a YA text but as an adult literary text, and 

when I located the above quotation during my research, I realized I honestly don’t know how to 

pin this particular novel down. I’m tempted to teach it to eleventh and twelfth graders in the 

same way I recommend we now teach Mockingbird, for myriad reasons of reading accessibility, 

content warnings, developmental appropriateness, literary skill sets, and length.  

The YA category, much like the Time list, can often be a prisoner of the most recent 

moment, as noted by Kelly Jensen, a YA author and co-editor of Book Riot, a book review site, 

neglecting powerful, older texts from prior decades in favor of recent ones (Jensen). Jensen 

critiqued the Time list for its exclusion of several YA authors from the 1960s, 1970s, 1980s, and 

1990s. The category can be highly responsive to popular culture, as Bickmore noted (Bickmore), 

to how teens see themselves currently, as well as how the publishing industry sees teens.  
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Interestingly enough, only five teachers selected this reason on the survey: “It’s not 

possible to teach certain forms of literary analysis writing with young adult texts,” showing that 

my survey group may be skewed toward those who value YA texts as options for the canon. 

Here are reasons not to teach that were marked most frequently: “There is not enough budget to 

purchase new works on a mass scale” (marked eighteen times); Selecting a text that meets the 

needs of all students is difficult because we teach so few whole-class texts, and therefore stakes 

are high when selecting one of the few we will teach” (eleven); “The process of integrating new 

literature in the curriculum has steps, challenges, and/or obstacles unique to our school or 

district, including external approval processes and rules” (eleven); and “There is not enough 

room in the curriculum for more young adult texts because our curriculum is already packed with 

other required readings” (eleven).  

My interpretation of these stated obstacles is this: scarce financial resources for schools 

and the idealization of a short list of required texts (encouraged by the canon concept as well as a 

pro-testing culture that privileges short excerpts) reflects our competitive capitalist culture. In 

other words, our students’ book lists live in a scarcity model that reflects our culture’s economic 

system. And if unregulated capitalism is part of white supremacist culture, where the easiest 

profit is made on what successfully sold before, then we get these competitive scenarios for text 

selection where “There can only be one winner” and “Oops, not enough cash for the new one.”  
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Appendix C: Dear Martin Lesson 

Below are craft and literary analysis questions that could be included in a Dear Martin unit for 

high school students. I have plans to take it further, adapting Salesses’ excellent craft questions 

(pages 159-167) for a more robust set of daily lessons.  

Questions for Literary Analysis with Students 
 

Tension, Conflict, Obstacles: 
● How is Stone creating tension on these first pages? What makes us worry? 
● Effective stories present a problem or inciting incident. What all is incited here for 

Justyce? What do you speculate will happen next?  
● What is the driving question or dilemma for this chapter (Bechard), related to conflict 

and obstacles for Justyce, the protagonist? 
● Many storytellers use a pattern of scene and sequel, where moments of action (scene) 

are followed by emotions, thoughts, and goal-oriented decisions (sequel) (Bickham 
51). How is Justyce’s letter to King a sequel to the scene with Melo and Officer 
Castillo?  

 
Characterization: 

● Contrast these two elements: Justyce’s dialogue and Justyce’s interior monologue. 
What are the differences? Why are there differences? 

● This story is told from a first-person point of view. What is the power of this 
perspective? What are the limitations of this perspective?  

● Storytellers make choices about how many points of view to include. Why do you 
think Nic Stone chose only one? Should Melo’s or Castillo’s interior monologues be 
included here? Why or why not? How does a writer manage to include other 
perspectives through first-person point of view?  

 
Setting:  
Author and professor Matthew Salesses says in his book, Craft in the Real World, “What is 
noticed depends on who does the noticing. Cold weather affects someone not used to cold 
weather far more than it affects someone who is used to it. A strange man in an otherwise 
empty parking lot is a different setting for a female protagonist than for a male protagonist. A 
speed trap is a different setting for a Black protagonist than for a white protagonist. A 
staircase is a different setting for a protagonist in a wheelchair than for a protagonist who can 
easily ascend it” (Salesses 88). He adds, “[S]etting is tied intrinsically to character, plot, 
theme, arc, and so on. A narrator who doesn’t notice the economy collapsing is different and 
has a different arc that says something different about the world than a narrator who notices 
nothing but the economy collapsing or than a narrator who notices the economy collapsing 
but really has to figure out how to take care of an ailing family member or escape a 
murderous ex or so forth. Ask yourself some of these questions: 
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● What is [Justyce] aware of? 
● What forces shape her/his/their awareness? 
● What is the narrator aware of? [Is there a narrator other than Justyce?] 
● What forces shape that awareness? 

 
What is noticed says something about what is worth noticing and who is worth noticing and 
what world the characters—and author and audience—accordingly inhabit” (Salesses 89). 
 

● Put yourself in the same setting at the same time of day and year.  
● What would you be aware of, and why?  
● What forces shape your awareness in such a setting?  

 
Description and Style: 

● How does figurative language and idiom deepen character in dynamic ways? How do 
these devices affect plot, momentum, and pacing? How do these devices deepen 
setting?  

● Literary writing has coherence. How do images connect and cohere?  
○ Why do people say “stone drunk”? How do you hear stone used in other 

expressions? Why? What are the connotations of stone?  
○ Where do you see echoes of “stoniness” elsewhere in this chapter? Who or 

what is like stone? What feels dead, immovable, or still here?  
○ Do you see other images that repeat? Colors? Shapes? Items?  

 
Theme: 

● What Big Ideas and Themes are expressed in this opening scene? 
● What Big Ideas and Themes are expressed in the prefatory quote from Dr. King? “I 

believe that unarmed truth and unconditional love will have the final word in reality.” 
How are things looking for Justyce in light of this quote right now?  

● Irony offers contrast and juxtapositions, as well as overthrow of expectations. What is 
ironic about this quote coming right before chapter one? 

● Looking at Stone’s use of storytelling, what do you think Stone’s purpose is here? 
How do you know? 

● Does she have an ideal audience? How do you know? 
● (Privilege) How do we define privilege? How is Justyce both privileged and 

underprivileged?  
● (Implicit Bias) What are the different types of bias Justyce confronts in his journey, 

and how does he harness—or not harness—Dr. King’s methods to confront them?  
● (Support) Who and what supports Justyce throughout the story? Who or what 

doesn’t, and why? Who in the narrative seems best supported by the community? 
● (Assumptions) How do assumptions trip up Justyce and other characters in the book?  
● (Wisdom) Should Justyce listen to Dr. King in every situation? Why or why not?  
● (Fate and Free Will) Where does Justyce have agency, and where is he subject to 

other forces? Where do powers outside of his control impact him? Coincidences or 
bad luck? Where do you see his individual choices? On a scale of one to ten, how 
much agency does Justyce have? 
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● (Strength) What is Justyce’s greatest strength? His greatest weakness? What about 
other characters’ strengths and weaknesses? How does Justyce find support from 
others when he is weak, and how do his strengths support them?  

● (Restraint and Discipline) Where does Justyce show the greatest restraint and 
discipline?  

● (Adaptability) In what ways must Justyce adapt? Are these ways long-term solutions 
or short-term? How do you know? 

● (Introspection) How does Justyce’s reflective nature help him? 
● (Loyalty) To whom and to what is Justyce most loyal? Why? What about other 

characters? What is Stone saying to us about loyalty? 
● (Love) What generalizations can you make about love and how it waxes and wanes in 

this book? What is Stone saying to us about love? 

 
Differentiated instruction offers learning opportunities for a range of student readiness 

levels and also unifies a class around shared, deep concepts. Since schools often make canonical 

decisions based on gifted youth—those students teachers assume will eventually take AP 

classes—I can argue with these lessons that Dear Martin will not deny any students rigor or 

challenge. Not only are my questions above scaffolded along the continuum of Bloom’s 

Taxonomy, but you can up-level a task for a few gifted youth (students working two or more 

grade levels above) using antithesis, contrast, paradox, and oxymoron or give the task below to a 

mixed-readiness group. Most folks (include me in this) struggle to tell these literary devices 

apart; they all live beneath the umbrella of irony, and this exercise helps students and teacher 

think about the multi-layered aspects of this literary element in Dear Martin.  

The task for these students would be to create one of each of these literary devices as a 

claim about any scene in Dear Martin. If it’s a group activity, they can work together to make 

their thesis statements using those literary devices.  

Here’s one potential answer key, looking at Chapter One, in figure 4: 
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Figure 4 
Teacher Answer Key for Irony Thesis Statements 
 

Teacher Answer Key for Irony Thesis Statements 
Chapter 1, Dear Martin 

CONTRAST: While Justyce is respectful and fair to Melo, Castillo is disrespectful and 
unfair to Justyce. 

ANTITHESIS: Justyce, an alleged criminal, is trying to present the evidence to an officer 
who Justyce assumes would investigate when Castillo instead ignores the evidence and 
refuses to investigate.  

PARADOX: Castillo’s swift street justice is some kind of twisted “right to a speedy trial”-- 
executed in a way to slow a defendant’s heartbeat, forever. Or, we might say that Castillo 
lives for the death penalty or endangers rather than protects and serves.  
 

OXYMORON: Police justice. American justice.  
 

All students can debate this high-level evaluation query: Should Justyce help Melo? Now 

that you have seen the end of this scene, gather your textual evidence for a) yes or no and/or b) 

another answer or option he might have pursued.  

If there are advanced students present in a heterogeneous class, they can attempt the 

literary devices activity while students with on-target and novice skill levels debate the 

evaluation query in small groups. Then the entire class could reconvene for a Socratic seminar 

with the evaluation query, which allows on-target and novice students to bring prior knowledge 

and developed skill to the conversation, while advanced students bring niche knowledge and 

skill. Whatever tasks I’d design, all readiness levels in my classroom engage with the same 

literary terms, so that everyone has access to high levels of critical thinking. Creative pedagogy 

gets born and rigor is constant when you innovate with differentiated instruction. 

Students can track evidence for their pursuit of Essential Questions while reading and 

annotating the text using the figure 5 infographic I’ve created as their guide. This image offers a 
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set of literary analysis tips I would teach with a text like Dear Martin or a YA short story and use 

for a class handout, poster, or online materials. 

Figure 5. Literary Analysis Infographic 

 

Figure 5. Created by author on Canva. 
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Appendix D: Questions for a Creative Writing Faculty 

This list was inspired by reading Matthew Salesses’s Craft in the Real World: Rethinking Fiction 

Writing and Workshopping.  

• Do faculty describe themselves in their biographies with lists of mentor texts and cultural 

craft traditions (beyond a list of genres and formats) that they prefer and teach? Can 

students see a detailed list of skill sets (cultural craft practices) they will learn and be 

expected to demonstrate, should they be paired with this professor? 

• Does the program as a whole teach a set list of craft traditions and their related skill sets? 

Is there a faculty-endorsed curriculum? Are there faculty conversations that identify the 

range of cultural traditions and rationales for them? Why or why not? 

• If yes, what are the cultural origins of those traditions and skill sets? Why does the 

program advocate for those elements of craft? 

• If no, do faculty articulate their own cultural craft traditions and skill sets they wish to 

teach to students? Do individual faculty follow pedagogical principles of setting skill and 

content objectives, essential questions and enduring understandings, and product and 

performance outcomes (Wiggins and McTighe 23)? Why or why not? 

• If Western pedagogical principles and means of creating curriculum don’t suit or fit some 

faculty or students, which pedagogical and teaching principles from other cultures do suit 

their best way of learning? What guiding pedagogy and principles do they use and 

recommend? 

• Are students asked somewhere during their studies to identify their ideal and bestseller 

audiences (Salesses 186)? Does the program or individual faculty lead conversations with 
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students about how to walk the craft line between the cultural expectations behind 

industry needs and the cultural and artistic needs of the individual? 

• What are individual faculty members’ thoughts on Matthew Salesses’s recommendations 

in Craft in the Real World for writing workshop practices? What is the faculty’s position 

as a whole? 

• What are the faculty members’ thoughts on Anna Watson’s 2021 CT, “Reading Like an 

Activist: Looking at Craft Through the Lens of Power and Privilege”? 

• Does the faculty subscribe to and promote scholarship on YA texts, such as The ALAN 

Review, or provide lectures or panels on critical scholarship regarding craft and literary 

elements in YA texts, amplifying a range of cultural practices? Why or why not? 
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